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7KoE 
Having de'termined to reduee the number of
lasts we hall, been earryinoi in Edward Olapp'm
fine handemacie shoe%, wc °tiff for u limited time.
In the lots we:0 are closing', which comprise both
narrow, medium and wide toes, and all wizes.
Our 8.5 and 86 shoes at a great sacrifice, $3.75
will buy any Of them. They won't be here long.
Come and avail yourself of this great offer.
gr-This sale will begin Monday, December 2d.
..4••••=mmENIM, 
PETREE & CO.
Look t. CATARRHii.tstri.dly a• Local Dumas(
Cold Weather l's Corning!
Get you the best heater in
the world. Fakes come and
go, but the genuine
A coal thief
is pilering in your bin, and
you permit it. A cooking
ROUND OAK stove that has to be overted
continued to lead the proCes- to DC coaxed to cook at all,
sion of heating stoves. The and dumps its coal without
reason is plain. See the name digesting it is a downright
on the leg. robber. The Majestic steel
We have the largest line range saves food and fuel
of heaters in the city, ran 'big enough in two years to pay
from $3 up. We can mut iou, for itself. All parts unbreak-
so don't tail to eve our et cif able. It's heat can't escape
before buying, A rapid and even baker,
Voti Oriti learn all about the MojestlA Cooking. Miro+
onr atut•ti TI10 Mailoptio lo ottvit a paw that it pap to it lii
card aVitsi Iran ottlitt% Age Oa. •
Keep Your Eyes
On the Celebrated
Mogul Wagons
the best wagon that can be made by ffrst-class mechanics
and material, they bare stood the nat. Keep your money
stt h Inie and get the best wagon.
Int 31131LTG-1E301-3
we have this year far surpassed any previous record. Our
stock was more carefuE) selected and was bought cheaper.
Goods well bought are a'ready half old. Come and join
in the procession.
FARMERS
Do you want to have sweet
meat in the pace of rancid
meat? If so; we only the
RETSOF salt. It will save
meat when all others fail. It
is 99i per cent pure salt. You
can use it year after year.
No waste of salt, no spoiled
meat; try it and be convinc-
ed: you will never use any
other. It is the cheapest for
14ve stock. One tlial will
convince any one.
We are prepared to do all
kinds of plumbing. We have
experienced men and years
of experience in the business,
so do not fail to give us a
chance to figure on your
work. Guarantee satisfa.c#011.
HARD WAR.
The largest line of heavy
and light Hardware in tha
uounty. Guns, pistols, pock-
et and table cutlery, razors
and scissors.
We have Mr. John S. Sal-
ley in our Uarness Depart-
ment, which he has improved
in every point, and we have
now the most complete stock
ever carried in the city.
albott Saddles
made to order.
FORBES & BRO.
MONEY' 13
Saved is money
MADE!
That is what we clain
to do for you if you
will examine our
elegant stock of
MILLINER?
before buying else-
where.
Mme fleu itte Levy,
Manager.
•
•
•
Novelties in
Sailors
Walking Eats,
Turbans,
Bonnets,
Shapes.
Our Trimmed Goods
for style, quality
and prices
(;snnot be Duplicated
anywhere in
Hopkinsville.
A ii.1 • if,' Result of Mud
Iii, 4 'mete
li lie(es.
ELY'S CREAM BALM
I. now10.10**1 to be I),. most thorough cure
for Naomi atarrh, bold in Head aid Hay
Fever, of all r•tmediea. It °Fens and eleatiaa•
toe naeal psi/wager, allays ;Hein and inn.ma
Ior., b-as lb. &deo, protects the membrane
(.Jr111 cold, restores the armies of ta.le anti
smell the Balm is applied di Linty Into tie
cos/rile, is quickly absorbed anti gives relief Woman prei( hers, is Well as
Cato, re. The results that follow estarrh. due
at the dropping of poisonoua matter into the Women lawyers, women voter.,
at oht. ate irritation of the brow fatal tube*
ord all such casea we r otintre-d
tidos renew; of the lung. accompanied by a Women Licyclisot and women In Lust
Pince,* 12) he used in connection a IA) nee. are making it *Pore and more
Cream Ilslin.
Ely's l'incolr Rattan will be lotodexce•lynt apparent that "die gentle sex,"
for al il fiirmt n !h.t ;wig itt mniationa and o•
REV. MRSr COLMAN. IN THE NEWS NOTES. "IN HISNAME" TO THE END.
Her Father, Her Boy and Herself
Echoes From ElegantPraise Paine's Celery Entertainments.
COMOOUndd
147.-1
asthma, Consum p-
th ea all in-
variably dersve
be•elit fr •rn Its use
ae It onihkly abates
the cough render.
ear ectoration pee)
ass'etIng nature i
reviiirines Waste.,
lltsnell., There IN
large pels eh Ittele O'
those silt, supine
Moe :44 lee te no
semi, istlh.114111114444 Will
N Mrli 1411f5 MI itW11111
h'0114 9. A1-141411' POW 1h4144 1,04414,
lit Ott 1011%101004 lq. 
en
eitterfe, tura rent, tiles
sfa eleitilee to t 11 vy ef I ream mew
44' Ine tepees itaieere, Ise.
‘iiinillilibaillif.411110 will iittlIVOY fS5 11114-
1.rtvw iff pester' tie memo at atnn1CiiS
lily Mothers, ast Wirc.11 lit•kV 0 )(Wk.
$825pin Agent's pro9le r yr month Witsi It or jay forfelI. New
Artie tt. pill our. A *180 aagnp anti term.
cepa. Try us ehidestor Sun, 1.1i Bond St.,
N Y.
N
. *Aglaia mewl Oaly 00.1.11116.
sae*, always oast.. 
LS
Ia.'. we
Dragging 1. 011.cjaNtar• Paet.ab 04.
•"/..II Drawl is Red me Guild lactallie
waled aka bloc 'Oboe. Taloa
• -Aber. li•Itsas dan-p.rew nslatIPEO
gums sad amiliaccos• At Deaukais, sr 0.0114a.
In Ka.,p. fur particular.. eyestamealele nal
_,111° -Keller row itiese." bats, byTR111•11. 11140•IbIrragrarial• Natia•
Ofalica«aer (lianatcal Co.,1111•41•••
0010/01 lesee‘ Isc44.4.4a. vaunt... ei;
not neeseesipily "th wle ea er rex,"
meraliy, mentally or phyelcally.
R.v. Mrs 1...dia Collo:ten is an
example ef the wominly women
whose thence for goon the emu-
triunity is on a pet with that if the
manly Mate
She le net Otte of the! sIlli Mites tit
partletem tete, down healtir
U hiehtel er bonne Wane, het gill*
slok Ittietigll to lie OH input I ft tinge,
44,446)010y 14grItitia
isititopetrin tiotillt-heti Indent mid
poor Intent some pill tip 11 lit 011886110
outfitter, of disorders.
Oa the other baud, when reduced
nealth bud spirits S(0 *any recogeis d
end eouregecuelly taken iLl hand at
once, when Paint's celery comp trod
is used to restore the integrity of the,
net yes and blood, no ferther trouble
is to be feared.
Insiuens celery compound at once
aorreots any unhealthy eouditiou of
!be nervous system. 4 forwards the
richest poeolble elements of growth to
every nerve cell and the remotest
 
nerve thread tlitoughout the body.
Peluene celery corupcuod positive')
ad permauently cures ever) form 1
nervous debiiity 50(1xhatiet.on.
melancionis, hyeteria, headache, d)JI
pepala, nettrangis and disordered
heart sod liver.
oiThe great tuber of enthusisstic
1.111. u lit dtet moolele from men mid ,esei 4 toA 
• ,. PARKE 'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cleat.. twao,:w• Tx.t bele.
Promote* • larunant rowth.
saver Palls toBeaton: Onur
Ham to It. Youthful Color.
Cum plop dammed It heir. teals*
, sod ikoet
HINDER CORN,
['he only sure Cure for CCT00. Stop.
all pain. EthtUref, comfort to the feet
Makes walking easy. lbsts. at Drug-
gist.
FURS.
Buy of the maker and save money
Real Meal Jackets to order, very lane,
st y les 
*20'Pottel Seat .0spes, full circle and 26 in
long. 
Persian Limb Capes, 125 in. circle,
54 in, long $75
Electric Neal Capes, full circle and
21 in. long .$50
Our Seal Ganneuts are reLlOWIlesi
for ioyle, lit and workmanship. All
our Fun. are warranted
SIEDE'S
Bet. 5trAve. and34th St„ Welty. new York.
eoeblished 1851 Setif! tor eatelogue.
seal Garments redyed end made over
reaeonatly.
410ST IN Qbitai.111‘. 1.e.S..fe QUALITY
IcilitTE7, RUM
)041ERIVI FUCE
FOR 20 vel.ris
o Has ise al WORM .lomediee.
'EVERY EMILE GUARANTEED.
SOLD ;ix ALL wrtiotoeseirra.
areoreeny soil, les o., MT. LOUIS.
I./apart.'
r; $ $ $ $ $S S$ $ $ $ S
• t ,,• EARMF.D SY 011ft SY14LIIC47E IN C.
t 3-(7 SEVEN 4110/4THS capital ••
!":1:11Iir..1%1 by rl:r rwerila ¶1 g rya. se
n wee s are es cad .!cd,con••f it.. nutrin t
se end intr.se.sful (+enters. Beek wit, fWin informs a.341 hmthnonla:=. a our many a
s • r- - W. a. CNAMII
o CO. 041 stoiosereak ewe., memos no. a#: ft: 4% dr J. 4% At 44 ni Ot. an It an in it
PROFE19NALCIIID3I.
L. C. ANDLRSON.
Pysiciii & Sllrgeoll
Office over Bank of ifopkiruiv lie.
ldoure from 9 to 11 a. to. and I toe
HUGH McKEE
in.t.ta:nr11.19-7 1....15LW •
Speelai attention paid to the collec-
tion of claimer 01110e over Planter
Bank.
AUSTIN , P EA.Y
dttorney at Law,
will practice in the courts of Christian and
adjoining counties. mesetai attention; given
to the collection of ch
Office on Court Ho .
to S. Meriweat her,
Odic over Itenseeee in Hummer Block
Bab Cloaks mt. HOWE WALLACE,Physician andSurgeon,
and Capes
a specialty.
2
Advertise in the New Era Now.
OFFICE: Up stain", epp, teteprione
office, corner Ninth and Main.
RESIDENCE: Cor. Main and elev.
t•enth.
r
wrmen living In wOlely•separated
States is one of the beet evidercee of
how Peitiene celery compound is re-
garded all t ver tne eruntry.
Woman's peculiar life brings a
languor and listlesenere that sre beet
met by PsInene celery compound.
floe dispirited c inclition, the back
ache., the neuralgic hearterbee, the
sleepleesnees and D01110114 debiliti ,
that so frequently attack women
Nth, u their blood Is robbed of Its
vitality lumen dispelled Whet) P
eatery elettionlitid Is Used.
Mt* Collmsn, setting 0.11ohor
m hot lkorew, lit Pinot wool,
Whisonetre, rettit , I
"Volly appreoleiing the'moll.'
frotit Iles new of orlary 00111-
Pouted I reeolliniend 11 1° Others, nal.
fa Ica from snot Venous. and n r Tout
debility, 1 was persuaded to use this
Italy greatest of rerustiles. Although
I can have every medicine from my
brothers, the druggiets here, I gave
Paint'e celery compound a trial, And
must confess only to my beuetit
Me only boy, for years old, was
also treated with ft, and his net your-
nen) ha+ d seppear d. My fiber,
R C, wiih whom I live,
think. a great deal of Pekoe's celery
compound. I eitall al weys keep it ID
the hous •."
'there are untel4 rusubers of
WOIXItql WIM'INfek WIT: Ina sod worry-
log elantiFfh il d v 01,111 into their
graves if Peine'd celery compound
were not alwees in their bonier' to
strergthen and rsstore toeir Wainer
and nerves when there was great
ARE THEY VOID?
ImportantQuestion Regarding an
Election.
Did th Fiscal Cour Vot I -
gall) 1
A part of BEC'iOn 147 of the ereaent
constitution of title State reads as fol
lows:
"In all electione by persons in a
representative cspaeliy, the voting
shall be viva voce and made a matter
of record."
The Fiscal Court of Christian coun-
ty is composed of the County Judge
and eight Justness of the Peace. This
body acts in a representative cepaci-
ty, when they elect such r ill :ere et
they are authr zd to elect
In order to make such eleotons
valid, the vote at wish election must
be made viva truce, and the vote of
each member of the Fiscal Court
made a matter of record.
The ot lector these provisions being,
as we take it, to enable the constitu-
ency of each member of the court to
know how their re; reseutative in the
court voted.
We are informed, that at the elec
lion held by the Fiscal court of this
county at the Ostober term, Ise"), for
the election of persons to fill the po-
sitions of work-house keeper, poor
house keeper and county physician,
the members of the court voted by
secret ballot,st et not viva voce as re-
quired by the constitution and it lea
fact that the record made by thi.,
County Clerk of the election of the
various persons who were named as
beirg electednonfill the above men-
tioned effices, does not show how any
of the merubets of the Fiscal Court
voted on the occaelon of the election
held at the October tenet of this court
seems to be plain that the else
tion attempted to be held to fl I these
eief101111 cflices in Ontober, not bellig
held in accordance with the provis
ions of the oouetitution, is invalid
and void; and as a necessary se-
quence, that the present incumbrents
of these various offices would hold
over until the Fides' Coon hold an
election according to law and elect
men to fin these positions.
JOHN FELAND.
dttorneg - at - Law,
once Hopper Block, oterUP anteronnank
llopkinsville, Ky.
A Household 'Treasure.
D. W. Fuller, of Cananoharie, N. Y
says that he always keeps Dr. King's
New Discovery in the house aud hI
Leanly has &Iwo)* found the very
nest result. follow its use; that he
would not be without it, if procurable.
A. Dykema° Druggist, Catskill,
N. Y , says that Dr. King'. New Dis-
covery is undoubtedly the best Cough
remedy ; that he has used it in his
faintly tor eight years, and it bait
never failed to do ail that is claimed
for it. Why not try a remedy so
tong tri, d sod tested. Trial bottles
free at R. C. Hardwick'e Drug Store.
Regular size 50c. and $1 M.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Weeld's Fair I Iigbeat Award.
McLean's estate To Be Sold.
Apecita ta qio New liten
LynotiLorg, V , Nov 30 -The sale
et the McLean eetate is advertised for
December 2d. 17 was up in tide estate
that the Civil War, accerniug to
aisj ir M •I•eao, beau and elided
The meet nig of tioi army of the Po-
tentsc and the artily of N inherit' Va.
nitil• inch place at B ackburune Ford,
July 18, Bel, and inoualit en toe nrat
pitched bailie 14 tne war. At le a
in. of ?hat day Ai •auregard took up his
heasnoartere at the McLean house,
ard there Mel) .well attacked him
with a heavy force of infantry and
artillery. Oa the S h April, 1035,
ar:nr 1:361 dabs 44 &nitwit constant
fightiug, the commanders of these
two armies, U alit reed Lee, met at
the Mclosau house at Apoomattrix
and drew up the terms of surrender
Wheo lissuregard evacusted Man-
son. Mei ir Mels-an moved Lid faini•
iy to Fr muster.
As the tide of wet rolled again
&routd them they removed the sec-
ond time to Lunenburg, and there, in
1883, the Mr j it returned home one
day and told them he would upsve
them ails time where the sound of
battle ' would never reach them
more." They then rented the brick
house at Appototusx, which has be-
come historic and toward which all
the strategy of the war converged,
and around which it so suddenly cul-
minated. And so it happened, as
Msj ir Mclosau tr quently said, that
the war began mid ended on him.
Auot her point in worthy of men-
tion. The McLean estate embraced
in 1661 river 1,400 •cree,
sotue of the ',net laud in a. teem V ir-
ohne. Over rine-hinf of this ham been
so d out to eight &It 'rent persons at
from $6 id $15 at. acre. Trio largest
pert is now embraced in the megnifi-
cent farm of Robert Portuer. The re-
maluder of the tract is now subdi-
vided and will be sold at December
curt.
KILLED BY A TRAIN.
Terrible Fate or Mr. Wiley
Lander
A telegram was received in the ;My
last Friday 'Lemming Mr. William
Lander of a fetal acoideut happenitig
to ble brother, Mr. Wiley Lauder, of
Harrod Abu
While tryit g to pass in front of a
'nekton engine in the yards of the
rnuthero Railway, Mr. Lender slip-
ped and fell. He was envois by the
cow catchier and received ii juries
from which he riled in about an hour.
Li eti leg's were out off above the
knees. The dead man was seventy
years old and a farmer. He was the
father of nineteen children, and the
grandfather of half a hundred.
A strange fatality has followed the
family. S me Owe ago a son was
killed by the cars near the spot where
the accident of yesterday took place.
At another time adaugliter was killed
oy lightning awl a sliver injured at
at the same time. About two years
ago a aon•iu•law wee killed in a fight
at Burgin.
4.11.0
gar WANTED-An agent in every
section to canvass; $400 to $5 00 a
day, sells at sight; also a man to sell
Staple Goods to dealers, best sideline
$75.00 a month. Salary or large com-
mission made; experience unneces-
sary. Clifton Soap and manufsetur-
ng Co., Cluclunati, U. teeplewly
THt DCAUX AND HMS,
Some Short and Spicy Society
Stories.
A PRFTTIER LOT or girls or hand-
somer it of men than the partici-
pants . 'he Toenitegiving boo never
gather's in a bell room. Toe event
was a euperiativo sum em. There
were Dot curing!. eouplets to crowd
the fl nor and the evening was most
pleis‘ntly erten.. The music was
ioetier tante usual.
The 1,tinert 'sin ideal place for
a danso 'Intl dining hall II or i•
iiearly ra smooth as glee., and the
long c, ...nen and large 'Jetliner are
excelle ,t resorts for chats Letweeu
denote
Antorot the happy gildere were:
Mosses -
It White $,,rse I Many moron',
Laura ,suweil, vary harbour.
Flor 6 lion. Florence Isteinhagen,
Rose bet inlisgen, Willie Radford.
Julia Venable.
MCMIITTIC
• R. fir,•tory, Hebry Fitch,
• Ktioulabi, (it-urge
J. V. Ow aley.
Wears.-
Ed kills,
L IL Gregtrry,
John lir/glee.
roe Underwood,
Will Winfree,
Hugh McKee,
iieorge 4:1"ty,
(hide lireen,
hd Arnold.
Fre•aton Therms.,
Harry Bryan,
Ergot k
James Cook,
Buck Anoersee,
Bob Joknem,
Henry Tandy,
Kit rintslihouse,
W :II Beeler,
Jesse Rill..
A six encLovis dinner, ennoplimen
Lary to Mr Hilliard M. Deltort and
hi• poot bride, was givcn Fridley
at the hone of Mr. and Mrs. liticieti
i/eVito i it in Mit Cattiptoill Weld
The Rawl* Welt 1
Miseimee
Monk& 1404 t. nest t serails,
nettle Jesse, aileirlillei
Nettie are% ito, nue nee tense.
M tenuous-
in J. Neon, 'awls Payee,
UM.Lta4c,ii, L. II. Dino,
Cern. U. Naafi.
Hobert Payne, Gabe Payee,
Minter Dante, toenail Day
H. Y. UsItou, Julia Majors,
her. ClItic.
Oe eersnorto is nue only city in this
seetiou tiost men hold a candle to
:-Itinekineville. There never was a
worse matrimonial e pidenne than has
struck the former city's s ciety re-
cently. Toe ft .110fall shows that aboui
thirty marriages hived been solemn
teed in and around the capital city of
Daviees in the pest six weeks or two
mouth., and the papers contain on
ait &verso., of ono roinouuceinent of a
fortliConlit g mierrlege every day
Mrj rt. Will Sweeney says he hardly
tuowe s• hat yeurg s to address
ma Miss ltille0 to many have change
their uamee.
Nit. AND MRS Ai. xsoder Seel
Cex eotertairied at Thabskgiving din•
uer the yeurg p anal vrOu stood at
the sitar with them The bridal
parlywnecemplete wittitlieexceptlor.
id Of tee Dinh: Woodoine of the bride'.'
maids, is vlieiting in Celifornie, and
Mr. loigan Bouloare, an attecnsut,
was unaLle to Clif..4.9 down from
I. ansville. Those who el j iyed the
uplens locatiltaiity were:
Misses-
Edith Bout ware, Jim Fllis,
Bell Moore. Litz
Meters.
Preston Tb0mas. Harry Bryan,
Henry TAD.IY, Will Hopper,
J3Cir Moore, Jas. Cook.
--
Miss Nernst Etisfuerns, one of the
most ettneet:ve of the younger eocie-
ty girliaernensoned a few friend. Fri.
night at the home of her parents on
Liberty wet t. Dancing was a (sa-
lute of the evening. Besides the three
Misses Edmunds and several college
boys, there were present:
Bit tea-
Hattle Long. A.,cis Gambit.
Jessie Mac Minnie Armistead,
111..try L. Adams
Mawr* .
Illrant,Ttioaug•, Clark Rags tale,
Id A:Mils:4. it, Albert kciol..
. Zimmer, waiter Howe.
TiE YOUNG FOLKS who jive in the
Herbilor , Howell and Jinien neigh-
Happenings In and
About the City,
_
LINtS OF CITY LIFE,
Endeavorers' Day at Fearful Work of a
Eddyville.
VISITORS TREATED WILL,
.1•11.•
Terse Tales of the Day's An Acconnt of the Interesting
Doings. Trip.
By rr (fleet from the Inauguration Thanksgiving day, 189ni, is one that
Committee, the followlug invitation will long be remembered by those
is printed: who were so fortunate as to spend the
"In behalf of the citizens of Frank- day in the Eddyville prison, and join
fort conductiog the cerernoniee of the in the service held there by Christian
Inauguration of Gov. W. 0. Bradley, Endeavorers. A crowd left here on
the undersigned Committee on Invi- the early morning train. It was a
tattoo hereby cnrdially extend to the perfect day. After a wait in Prince-
people of Kentucky, including ruili- ton, made very pleasant by the isourt-
tary and civil bodies, wocietiee, orders say of some of the kind people there,
tasirteridlipt7avr 
lo
tgirtation to he present and par- Some of the ladles of the sown had
ain;Sthste netse, nnald t: oi ni got: oinitaizuelnue they reached Eddy•ille at 11:30.., 
prepared dellibtful Thanksgiving
fr,irtitt,"Ki 
onD'ffhcit'triber 10, leen at Frank• dioners,which were much enjoyed by
s in•itetion is In lieu of thaw to whom their hospitality was
other personal or formal invitations extended, but most of the crowd were
within the Stale. Organ • zstiona de- at one. taseu to the prison, andonucb
siring to participate will please re- to their surprise, found tbe warden
port at reuse in response, so they may hid a dinner. We r vend to :him a
be aseigued enprepriate places in the vote of thanks for his hospitality, for
parade. (Signed) Ira Julian, Chair- his ready kindness in &roasting at the
man; Richard Morris, T. L Edelen, service, but most of all for the spirit
A W. Macklin, Jacob Swigert, J. lo In wbish he has entered into C. E
Waegener, W. F. Dandridge, Charles work among the prisoners,he says al-
C Eon-, Lisander Hord, K H Tay- ready its influence for good has been
lori  Jro Etward 111 Drape, S. T. felt throughout the prison.
Fortune. Endeavorers from Paducah, Rutta-
wa, Princeton, and vial tore from the
town, all met in the chapel, and the
warm band grasps exchanged 'bowed
the strong Loud between Idociesvor-
era.
The chapel was crowded with con-
victs, and never were guests more
courteously received, more kindly
treated, and dieter attention given
to all words spoken than was found
in that crowd who sesenobled for a
Thanksgiving melee in a ptisou
"li W.IN 'tltten words Mild tell of that
two anti half hours saws*, The too
Il kerIl er I I/ 414  onlyo  4 I r d 
 I i it 1411 ArnuatIgel 6n4' thw P" of
Mf, Fred Wallis conducted this ben
111001 Mid by his intense *amanita's,
dolga tooling, and strengthened by the
many prayers which had been offer-
ed, be touched the heart of his listen-
ers, and drew from them confession
of sins, and many doing, and a desire
for a better life, and a part in the
prayers of Christian people.
One of Hopkinsville'e sweet sing-
ers, Miss Ellen Young, made UM) of
her talent bysinging that sweet hymn,
Calvary, as a solo. When the refraio,
"heat, Rest for the Weary, Peace,
Peace to the Soul," rang out sweet
and clearosobe could be beard all over
the house. They had part in the good
work.
Alter silent prayer, and a song, the
address of welcome was delivered by
the Corresponding Secretary. Iii
well-choaed words he made all feel
they were welcome guests, and it was
much appreciated by the visitors.
Letters of greeting were read from
Miss Hirst ft ir, State Secretary, and
Rev. B. Fay Mills, encouraging tbe
Endeavorers itt their good work.
When the leader called for testa-
monies, reeponees came rapidly from
gray-headed men, young boys and
men in the prime cf life. How I
wish Endeavorers from all over the
State could bays been there, and NOD
and felt the power of the gospel of
Jesus Christ.
Many men said they had never en-
tered the chapel until the first C. E.
service, but now their beans were
softened,en  and from that day they
would endeavor to lead Cnriatian
lives. 
A high tribute was paid to mission
work of the W. C. T. U. Twioe they
have visited the prison, carrying
flowers and kind words, and come of
the men pulled from their pockets
withered 11 were and said the floral
oileriog had reached their hearOmade
hard by sin, and led them to desire a
better life.
At the close of the service an invn
taticrn was given all who desired to
lead Christian lives to come up and
shake bands. lf ever the spit it of
God moved the hearts of a crowd it
was then and there made manifest.
It seemed that all in the 110U011 came
forward, and our prayer is that tied
gwasill]perfect tbe good work there be-
The Paducah Endeavorers held a
preparatory service in the chapel in
the Wonting which did much good.
Jt was through the kindness of Mr.
Z ,. Montgomery that this service
could be held, as he so kindly grant-
ed the request of Endeavorers for a
'thanksgiving holiday in the orison.
We extend to him cur heartfelt
t hart k s.
The Eadeevorera have done the
work in which they felt they were di-
rected, and strengthen by God. They
now leave the result in His hand and
to Him be all glory and honor.
What is this Cbrietian Endeavor
Society whicu is trying to reach out a
"helping hand" to those still in the
darkness aud the shadow of death?
It itt just a Dumber of God's children
banded together for more active work
"knit Christ and the Church." s The
orlon doors have yielded to its ir flu-
ence, and they have entered with
prolnimee of le inl'a love and iorgive-
nee* to perishing souls, and their re
9twa 4ovidie ) ai.s 
1
a "Harvest of Souls Meet forb :e
P1 11.7u1rt:T49' 
ed 
rain with thankful hearts
avorere arriv on the
that God had so richly* bleeeed their
Mere, and with the feeling that it
had been a Thanksgiving day in
heOven, as well as on earth, ter it was
a tinte
"When the angels in heaven rejoice
' 
once 
For mt:nu  anie,noerw born emil entered in
by the door."
God bless and prosper the Eddyville
C E. Society, and encourage all Ida -
theavorere to extend the good work.
A new theory in be treatment of
coughs, lung and bronchial afiection
hes been advanred by the manufact-
urers at Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey.
It is truly a wonderful remedy. All
dealers sell it on a positive guarantee.
1Vill keep Warm.
Muses /tunes will keep warm a few
days by breaking clones. Detective
Johnson caught hint stealing coal
friint a ear um the 1. N, (park, and
rim We. fent by thy oily tletift to the
Wolk bonus.
salm1111111e.=•••••••
W Itguy, a prowls-mut lawyel
nt Ky , says that De. IWO.
Patio '1'46010-toy citron his children of
whooping tn.ugh wheu.all things else
foiled, It's new remedy for all
coughs. Guaranteed byall dealers,
• 
Is Much Better.
Mrs. William Ruse, of 'Guthrie,
who has teen ea Weans, III for several
days, I.. reported to be much better
to-day. her condition wag oonsinered
so serious Thursday that five physi•
clans were constantly at her bedside.
Fox- Hounds and Sheep.
George Miuorns, a prominent young
Trenton former, went fox hunting
a few nights !Jo. Ilse bounds ran
through the f.rm of Robert ChIlton,
near Pembroke, and st pped long
enouge to psy their respects to a
,ck of ebeep.
 „re 
Accepted a Position.
Miss Julia Vet:ruble has accepted a
position as Clem ho Dr. C. K Wyly's
drug store No young lady in the
city bse were Mende, and her pres-
ence in the establishment is sure to
Increase the petronage. Dr. Wyly is
to be congratulated on receiving Miss
Veusote's valuable pervicers.
Mrs. tiartand Jones Ill.
Mrs. Garland J meg is reported to
be dangerously i:I from Bright'. di-
at her home near Yee Dee.
It is hardly peoteebte that she will re-
elver as eti,, has also been attacked
be paralysis of the heafi. Mrs. Jones
has a large circle of friends, and is
known thraughout the State
novel, "A Hero Brno."
by her
This tro tinaonial is unsolicited and
for fhe benefit of humanity: My
daughter ha. been subject to severe
colds and croup and often taken with
violent coughing erten. at night. Dr.
Bell's Pine Tar Honey is the only
preparation I have found that will
relieve her I think it is as necessary
in a howeetiald as a life preserver on
a steamboat. Respectfully.
B. L. Jaasen,
1:02 W. Bridge St., Louteviiie, Ky.
t worry le, insia
A Sensational Divorce Suit.
A eeneations1 suit for divorce has
been filed in Todd county, Ky. Mee.
M J Adorns is the plaintiff and R.
N. Adenie is the defendsent. He is
borhoids, met Friday eve at the home one of the west prominent farmers ID
of Miss Julia Better, near the latter Todd county, ant Mrs. Adams also
place, sad ht g.ly enjoyed a party come. from a prominent family. In
Nearly two 1 uodred persons were
otteent euil j )), and minis reigned
sripterue onto daybreak Saturday.
Paducah may well feel prout of
some of t'sr enterprises. Messrs D
Witten. et tin, r f Kimble, Ky., write
to the K E. SolLeneini Meslicine
Company as follows: " wrile
this to certify the wouderful and
grand good treutte from your Dr.
Bell's Pine tat rttmey, which is eel-
hug fabler titan arra onedloine we ever
so'd ..” never ;traded at
our eh re I.,•Ve of it and conic
from adjoiolog Leo.e.ies for it. One
ease in reert.suide as that of Mrs.
Smith "Woold. oloa, of title place, who
was so anticted with her throat for
°vet iv...ins.'s that she could not
speak ainioe a whisper. After she
u.ed tne tost uettle of Dr. Bell's Pine
na. L./My i.e could talk as well as
rnsr moil los case is Perot) a wonderful
cure ..at ter neighbors come to see
for themselves and arwaetouiehed to
hear her tsik.
Mr. A. R ,Humble, alio of this
place, eisyle your Dr. Bell's Tiny Tonic
Tablets are doiug hitunnere good for
(implant' than any mediciene lie
ever used. These are only a few
cases and we know that there c
he too much said in iraise ne ysu
celenratiolonedicluee. We sootheuo-
ful that we bad an opportunity to buy
such vatuable goods. They are prov-
ing a tieeeing to our community.
In the County Cottrt.
The following orders were made in
the Courtly Court Saturday:
Thos. M. Ilsrber was allowed $W 30
for gravel on the IS ,winan's Mill
road.
E. W. Cavaesogh wee appointed
overseer of the Payne road.
(Jorge (nark was allowed $2250 for
running the road grader.
her petition she makes very sensa-
tional charges, baeitig her suit upon
the charge that her husband, prior to
her separation from him, lived with a
colored woman of the neighborhood
by- the name of It :sauna. 11.
1 Inept That Follow.
The grippe is bed cougu of itself,
making Ina a burden for the time,
but is more to be dreaded because of
the things that follow it. These things
are such as Nervous Prostratioe,
Weakness, a lingering cough, Bron-
chitis, Cetera), Consumption. Thou-
sands are dying every year from dis-
eases that follow the grippe. There
is :aLsolutely no need that any one
should have serious trouble with tbe
grippe. Dr. King's Royal Genneteur
will cure it, taking it out ef the syn.
tern root and branch. l'.easant to
take as lemonade. Sold by druggists.
$1; eix for $5. New package., large
bottle. 106 dees one dotter. Far sale
by It. C. Hardwick.
ills Property Attached.
The property of George D. Hodges,
leseeee cf Hotel Letbain, was levied
on this morniug by Walter Elgin to
secure a debt of titte. Wiwi' this was
known several other attachments
were gotten out by persons whom Mr.
Hodges owes. The Hopkiusville
Hotel Company sued out a distress
warrant for $1,500. The propene
of Mr. Hodges, after exemptious are
made, will not amount to more
than Wee The hotel had been
teemed to Mr. Hodges for five years,
Jan. let Delhi. The lease contains a
provision giving the hotel company
the right to cancel the lease and take
charge of the hotel andfurniehing be-
long to the company, lu case the
lease became in &rears as much as
two months. To-day, the company
cancelled the lease. The hotel will
be conducted by the company until
Johti N. Dulin and W. It. Long a 
suitable t person is found and
ordered to have approaches arid wing
another lease made.
wall built on the Hopkinsville sod
Poor Hi IIMP road bridge.
Dr. Price's Crean, Baking Powder
Werhes t sir illghest Medal estell DONIS&
ROYAL liaRing Powder.
Highest of all in leavening
strength.-11. s.00.erement Rapers.
Hid You Ever
Try Electric Bitters as a remedy for
yotir trouble's? It not, gees a bottle
now and get ;relief. This medicine
has been fouud to Le peculiany
adsipted to the relief and cure if all
Eminent Complainte, exerting a won-
derful direct 'influence in giving
strength and tone to the organs. Jr
you have Loam of Appetite, Canstipa-
tioo. Headache, emitting Spells, or
are Nervous. Sleepless, Excitable,
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy
Spoilt., Electric Bitters is Lae
medicine you need. Health and
Strength are guaranteed by its use.
Only fifty cents at It. ('. Hardwick's
Drag Store.
Dr. Price's Cream flaking Powder
Aw„d.„ Quid 14.48; raw. .). I cloned by the Governor to-day.
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Na•
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Mur del er,
CONGRESS 'IN SeSSION,
Other Matters of Considerable
Interest.
Cynthiana, Ky., be. 2.-Murderer
Orville Eale, while resisting arrest by
a posse was shot to death, after Ile
had butchered his wife, killed an citi•
oer and wounded two others.
Elie was a farmer living near
Browniogsville and his wife deserted
him for John Fields, a tenant on the
place. Eale induced his wife to re-
turn and on Tuesday killed Field.
Kale, who defied arrest, was well
armed and look refuge in :a hut. A
large 'mom came upon the hut last
night, and to-day at dawn the attack
was made. When the rush was made
from the heavy timber Eine began
firing. A man named Macomb. fell
mortally wounded and two men
named Wells and Herbert, were ser-
iously shot.
The storming party effected an en-
trance to the but and a horrible sight
met their gaze. On the floor lay the
mutilated body of Mrs. Este, almost
nude and covered with ugly wounds,
while near by lay a bloody hatchet
with which she had been killed. The
posse had fired • fusillade of shots
on entering the house and }Sale was
shot to pewee.
The "Jock" at Madrid.
Ikeda to the New mu.
Madrid, 14a. 2 -The duke of Marl.
borough and hie bride, formerly Mire
Uotteuelo Vaistlerniu, of New l'ork,
arrived here Its.day,
AU Itorsialiaoad it.
Ask your physician, i your drown
and your friends about idttilo's Cur•
for Cougutuptiou. They will recom-
mend it.-Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
ARE WELCFIXED.
Trigg County Farmers EsjOying
Prosperity.
The farmers of this county have
been highly blessed by an abundant
crop of Corn and tobacco-the two
staples moat relied upon by the agn•
rultural classes-this year, says the
Cadiz Telephone.
nhe larger crops of tobacco were
more or less injured by worms, while
the smaller anti medium crops were
scarcely hurt.
Tne planters on large farms, (hoes
on medium farms, those on fertile
farms, and those on poor farms have
an abuadant supply of first class corn.
The hog supply, while not large,
owing to the cholera which, 10 *cone
localities, diminished the number at
least one-half, is large enough to sup-
ply the home demand, besides leav-
ing a surplus for shipment. The au-
tumn has been quite favorable for
fattening hogs, and out in the poorer
sections nature has furnished the
swine that het had tbe benefit of the
range, an abundant supply of acorns
and hickorynuts.
While some few farmers had their
late planting of tobacco Injured by
frost, statistics show the percentage
of tobacco injured in Trigg to be only
5 per cent, but in other counties it
reached as high as 25 per cent and in
some localities.' even more.
Good old Granny Metcalfe, Sit; years
old, living at 618 Monroe street, Pa-
ducah, Ky., says that Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey is the beet grip cure,
cough, lung and bronchial remedy
that has been offered during her life.
Guaranteed by all dealers.
PEDAGOGUES IN SESSION.
Aulnteresting Meeting at Pleas-
ant Rill Church.
The teachers met Saturday at
:Sew Pleasant Hill church, near Mt.
Cannel School House. There was •
welcome address by Prof. R. C. Hop•
son, and a response by Prof. (See. P.
Cranor.
Talks were made on the fallowing
subjects: "How much time should be
given to language work" Methods
of teaching spelling," "Reading;"
"Under what circumstances is •
teacher justifiable in using the rod?"
'Grading:" "Should teaching be
based Ingle or psychology.
Among the persons who read pa-
per. were, Misses Keith, Morris,
Brumfield and Wood: Prone Cranor,
Smith, Cook, Walker and Hopaon.
Hon. James Morgan made an in-
teresting -peecb, the cut ject being
"Of the ten studies of the common
school curriculum, which &quires
the greatest majority of mind for its
cow oreben tion
PARDONS
Meted Out To Several Van I:serll
By Governor Brown.
--
s;K;riusint.k 'the 
Ky., Dec. 
r.,
2.-Governor
Biowu has pardoned Thomas J Ba-
ker, who was sent up from l'owell
county for life in le91 for murder_
Baker got into a quarrel with seven
men, who were drinking, and they all
attacked hon. He drew a pistol and
opened tire, killing three out of the
seven anti scaling the others away.
The Governor thinks there were
many elements of seif-defense in
the case, and ito pardons Baker, with
the pruviso that he leave the State for
two
oe also 
years.
H pardoned Chat les Hogg, of
Clay county. Hogg has Dever been
convicted, but was charged with
shooting Robert Evans. The two
Evans brothers had made Hogg Net
down no his knees and beg for his life.
ARS!' WSW he and Bob Evans met,
and both drew pietole. Hogg shot
first and wounded Evans, but he finale
IYrecovjhey
recovered.
Huin Crittenden, a negro con.
vict from Soott county, was also par-
se seats
-
.5.
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The Alosigen WINO,' disputa be.
tween ugland anti the United States
seems destined to ecsupv an tutor-
taut pewee to diplomatic 'tisk, in the
new Congress now in session. The
People or our country A:in:1g go tar
from the disputed territory can have
but a vague conception of the vast•
twee of the interests involved in Eog
laud's claim to a strip of country ex-
tending along the wild nuouutamous
region of a portion of the Alaskan
boundary line. There is a great deal
Iii ire behind Et gland's claim than a
desire to acquire a few more miles of
territory. It is another inotance of
the Britisb greed for gold, for the
territory claimed by England con-
tains the key to the ricb wining re
prious extending for many miles along
Yukon river and It' tributarley,
where enterprising -American pros-
peeler" have diseovered Hob piece,
mien, whams sande glitter With gold.
Nowlhat the vast wealth of this °nun
try has been &miaowed by Amer-
lean pluck, Urea; Britain bee glow%)
envious, and le teaching out with her
accustomed greed for possessiou of
the OOV•ted NOSH h.
For years the old established boun-
dary line was undisputed, and Eng-
land attached no importance to it
until the rich mineral regious were
discovered, when that country,
through itsCanadian motithpletoesud
dent, &filmed that tits boundary
line, *hi h bad been accepted as est.
?stet for 70 yew*, slams its establish•
anent by Big aid sad Moneta In 111.6.
must be emended wssteard, in order
to give rot/hied possisesoun of iki
harbors and inlets ited other wetter-
ways to the gold Aside.
In 18reli, wester Alaska was a part of
Rallies, a treaty wts entered into by
Russia and England t r establishing
the bountary line between rtuesian
America, es Alaska was then celled,
and British America.
In purchasing Alaska from Russia
the United eitates acqeired the same
rights possessed by that country, and
accepted the toundary line as estab-
indeed in ln.. This line was undis-
puted until within the last three
years. It is based upon • literal in-
terpretation of the Anglo-Russian
treaty, and runs 10 marine leagues
from the shores of all bays and inlet.,
which have been coasidered the
actual coast line. England, however,
to her thirst for more American gold,
now contends that the ocean shore is
to be considered the coast lice, tied
the 10 marine leagues are to be meas-
ured from the general shore title, and
not front the nisanderipite of the bays
and inlets.
CRANCtS POOR.
There is an effort being weds to
boom William M. McKinley for the
Republican nouriustiou forPresident,
but his name Mao closely associated
with the iniquitous tariff law of
which be was the father that it I. by
no means certain that he will be the
nominee. Tue connection of his
name with the tarff issue bas 110/120
exceedingly unpleasant reminders
fur Republicans. For example, to
the average Republican MeKinley's
name always brings up the unpleas-
ant recollection of the overwhelming
detest sustained by the Republicans
in the Congressional elections in l90,
and in the Coogreesional and Presi-
dential electioos in 1e,te2. No sensible
and well-informed Republican has a
retitle's, of doubt that McKinley was
directly and absolutely responsible
for the Republican defeat in 1893, and
very largely responsible for that of
1892. The Republicans have not
forgotten these disasters. Wendell
Phillips once said that detest was ed-
ucation, yet, in such cases, both indi-
•idasis and parties, while prenting
to FOteli extent by education,
venally reject and repudiate the
educators. Then, too, McKtulea 'a
v.eas on the financial question are a
mystery, for no one knows whether
he favors • single gold standard, or a
hi-metallic standard, and the doubt
on this important point operates
egalast him in the public mind, and
would It jure the Repuolican party
very seriously if he should receive
the Presidential nomination H s
n• minetion by the It •puielicau Na.
lions' Convention would be vary :tad
pelitice, but it woirld pleeee the Dem-
ocrats becauee they believe they could
defeat him On his appreiseiVe tart?
bill which caused tief panic aud the
great proetratioo of beeintes from
which the country is now recovering
guider Demoerarte role.
faille I' A3I0 THIRD TERI.
the statement of Ulu J. R. Young,
a prominent Room:lb:lean and an Int:-
mate friend of On. U. S Great, says
that Grant was never a candidate for
the third Preeideotiel term, and he
had talked with him jest before the
Republican National Convention was
held, and Grant wrote a :etter "four
foolscap pages bug" containing a
statement that hews, not a candidate
for a third term, and did not wish to
have his name presented to the con-
vention in connection with the Presi-
dential nomination. He carried this
this letter from Oeu. Grant to Don
Cameron at Chicago when the Na-
tional Repoblican Couvention met
there. Mr. Young asserts that Grant's
Dame was presented to the conven-
tion without his coneent. The docu-
ment was considered, Mr Young
;aye, eta dinner at the Chicago Club
by Conkling,Cemerne, !Sowell@ and
Robert Lincotr, others beng present
and they d.cide I to keep Oren. in the
reel. Lineolo was the meet obstinate
eeriest it, Mr. y ung .1.el•r-e, but
Cookliog was little teas 1.0, while the
embers readily arq flowed. The letter
passed Into Conkliniee hands, and
was not seen afterward. Mr. Yetrog
made two attempts to recover it, but
wee unsuccessful. "After Grant lost
the nemination," he say., "it was due
to him that his declinatian should
have been proclaimed, but Conklin'
had not the franker** to set him right
and the public is etill\unaware that
Grant declined the Ibiht term, and
that he can not be rightle quoted se
the one exception to a third term's
refusal."
THE PRESIDEWSAIESSAGE.
President Cleveittad& message to
Congress is charteterizsd by the
u•usi vigor and cledrneei. with which
he handle* all public qiestionn.
Cuba, Cuban affairs, the insurrec-
tion, the attempt of the Spaniards to
gnash It sad the great sympathy ex
•
pr d all ever the Uaito.1
have otad many to thiak that letanie
derluite step would be euggestediby
the President, borne sort of a ehreat
wculd e made to Spain, some prom-
Ise held out to the Cubans that they
soon wetted be recognisA as eelliger-
ents. But the President says that the
great sympatby expressed for., the
Cuban., leading as it doer to the
formatiou of expeditions, niches it
more dilicult to enforce neutrality
laws tied carry out the recolem z
obligations of interuational reladion-
ship and treaty t b!igations. In short eachings may call upon the House of
as refers to the war iii Cubs, w lieu vet
Congress may do, and Cotigreesuis all
powei tut in the premises, the Pei-
dent sly. existing treaty obligations
aud international obligations will be
observed. If Congress desires to set
treaties aside Cougrees will have to
act.
The greater portion of the message
Is devoted to fluancial attain. Oitiy
• few *ord. Ere said concealing tile
tar ft gad no teconimendat item whet
seer 100 lu regard tn such an lehpot-
feel Ilkaltefs hi. urges the fillfellietel
sit the (irrinhatilii anti the Otos
Issued Yeller the bettor Ills
of sliver, and the issue of Wel Mir
tow rate interval unpile foe Una Pere
pose, the bond. to be titelisugerible
for the notes and also to be sold for
gold if necessary to redeem the uotee.
He also suggests a few changes which
he thirtka would give the country a
dexible as well as a stable ourrepcy,
enabilog the banks to meet any de-
mand. on them for mouey. , He
thinks banks should be allowed to
issue circulation to the full velue of
thair bonds, and flavors reducing the
tax on bank notes to the &CILIA! ,ex -
pen.. of the Federal Governineut,
aud favors making the new ruoding
bonds available for circulatiou.
A good many Democrats will not
sgree with Mr. C.eveland in hie' re-
commendation as to greeubscts aud
treasury notes. Tne greenback has s
strong hold upou the i remit), and If
Courtier makes an attemp to carry
out ins President's eusgestiou II will
Rot likely be oueoeseful.
Mr. Cleveland gave mush epage to
our relations with foreign troulltriee
and dwelt on the various eenuislIca.
Lions that were now being dleaulsed
end dew's) ted a clear kuowlede• of
the motivation. now initiated upon or
resisted. Ho is very oonservetive in
his statements and views, but shows
he is a believer in the Monroe doc-
trines.
TEA TRUNK LINE tOEPACT.
The tram agreement between cer-
tain leading ?slimed., to take rfieel
Jemmy I, WO, lathe stoat inipararut
of resent busby.. ttanstorlogge;•11.1
will probably have a deeided'apeci
upon the trenapIrtation of the BrikitH0
eountry. Such agreemoute nava been
mule before only to be broken, it is
true, but iu this instance there Seems
to ()et good relation to expect a differeut
and More satisfactory result. The
railway lines included in the compac:
are the New York Central, the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis, tne Mich-
igan Central, Tbe Pennsylvania Sys
tem, the Erie eyeteno, the Delftware,
Lsckawana and Western, the 13 siti
more and Ohio, the Grand Truuk,the
Lehigh Valley, the Chesapeake and
Ohio, the Big Four and the Wsbasb
1 hese lines repreeent 13,748 mite, (0
railroad with a capital stock of $1,511,-
000,000. They practically control the
bulk of the carriage of imports and
exports passing through nearly all of
the leading Atlantic ports as for south
as Baltimore, and the it fluence of the
new arrangement on their pare will
extend as far west as St I.oule, Mo.,
particularly with regbrd to the great
cereal products. The agreement pro-
vides for a virtual pooling of earnings
for the purpose of equalising and
maintaining freight rates; and, on
this sedsonut, its legality is questioned
by Seuatur Chandler and others, with
a threat ofCongreesional interference
THE EOUNTRY IS PROSPEROUS.
The business situation of these
['tilted States is good. The great
farces of the country are In active
operation. In almost all the leading
industries the out{ ut is at the aver-
age line of normal years. Iron pro-
duction is far beyond all records. It
may be that with the 24000 tone
weekly output which the furnaces
have reached the meximum limit of
production for this season in tbie
field has been reached, although the
Indications are that the, output will
continue to range higher tbau the
highest previous level. Railroad
earnings still show gains over last
year at this time. ID some cases,
particularly on the railroads throueb
the corn regions, the gains are nota-
bly large. Beak clearances, which
are a reaseuably trustworthy index
of general trade conditions, range far
above the 1894 mark, and are very iit•
tle below tbe highest line of the pest
—that touched in 1892. Labor in gen
oral is actively employed at wages
wIalcb, on tbe leverage, is near the
1891 line. The bumuess conditions
are encouraging and the country on
the whole is prosperous
SIIITH'S ANNUAL REPORT.
Hon. Melee Smith, Secretary of the
Interior Department, his made his
*onusi report to President Cleveland
It reviews the varied work of the de-
pert ment, beginning with the India',
service, and calls attention tu the
strict enforcement which has been
given to civil service reform, both as
to those places covered by the classi-
fied service and these to which the
rules of this service do not apply.
The Secretary dwells upon the ne-
cessity of eliminating politics from
!he managetneut of Indian aftelre,
aud of conducting each reservation
upon strict busiuees princip:ess, the
object being to make every Iudisu
who remains upon the reservatiou
self-supporting, and ready, as moon se
possible, to aseurna the duties of citi-
zenship and be freed from the peter
nal care of the U tverunuent. Toe
secretary is of the opinion that if tbe
resources of each reservations are
treated intelligently and the Indians.
re q tired to labor in armee pursuits,
winch Ire adapted to particular re•
servatirno in a few years practieelly
tail the Iudiane can be made oelf• sup
porting
SPEAKER REED'S POLICY.
In speculating upon what may be
done or omitted hy the new Congress,
which sesembled this week, one fact
must be taken into account. It is
that no legislation will be perfected,
so far as the House of Representatives
is concerned, unless it meets with the
approbitioo of Speaker Reed.
In view of this fact it le best to look
to Mr. iteeo's policy, so fat as it teas
outlined by him in his speech in the
caucus Siturday night. It is 04w-
totting to find teem an assurance that
no legfelation tending to retard or
disturb 1 the country's proeperity will
be countenanced by him. The Iwo.
ration Of confidence in buelnes$ eir
oleo, so far as legislation can actiettn-
plish this, is not only an eminently
wise, but also a patrioting undertak-
ing, "Crude and treaty" processes
are to be shuuned.
With characteristic emphases Mr.
Reed gives notice to the Senate that
he intends all bills relating to taxa-
tion to originate in the House, and in
the same words be makes It known
that White House dictation In tide
regard Will not be very graciously re
eelved These utterance, together
with whist are generally underettood
to he Mr. Reed's VIIISVP, make it tolet• ; Prominently in the public eye. $1; six tor$6
ably certain that comparatively littiel 
 set harmoniously with
tariff or financial legislation will bet "v"ava Pills ki4"3""r"Perilia.
lied, and that the work of the House
will be largely limited to the parketten
of appropriation bills and other rou
tine work.
Opposition to the Democratic tariff
was the Kit ublicau ell, during the
camp-aign, aud tiov. McKinley made
speeches in Oulo and preached ii e
doctrine exemplified in the McKinley
tar !flaw, and °mimed that the hard
times of a ) ear or two ago Nee Pro-
duced by the abrogation of the Mo
Robley protective measure 'The Ohio
Republioate who believed these
B. present dives to pass a new tariff
meatus e, even if the concurrence or
the Semite cannot be obtained, but
Speaker R-ed will ree that but little
attention is paid to such talk fit m
toe R puhlicaue of Mi•Kitilee'd Hale,
If anytholg hal. been made plain h)
information from the wort reliable
sourer', which were not fleeted by
enythipg except the tru to It is that
the timesseree of the Artuenlarie
the Turks for en oriel years lige best
wholly unit/evoked atist due ntile to
the s.vsse N91010161,1 of the 'Peril
and lite epee OlitittilflileRIOht 0 dirtied
ilia K Urdu in titter horrible slaughter
hunting and rubbery. Mare 111.6e
ighteen thoussual Artitieulene hoe,'
been massacred in various provinces
rho Sultan of Turkey encourages the
atrocities committed upon these pen
ple. He is indifferen', because of the
hesitation Of the great European
powers in taklug decisive measures
to remedy these great evils, and be-
oamee of the rupport given hitn by
Etiglaud. The Turkish atrocities in
Armenia c.mki be stopped in a short
%voile if E nitacti oared to live up to
her loud professions of eivillzstion
and ebristienity, instead of playing
the part of an acze 'replica in crime
shame.
A Washington writer says that
there will be no large r ppropriatione
at t he pf eqinU of Coogrefts 11/1110h o-m•
mottoes to dew; that tlee D•tuocritte
have got the United States Treasury
iii such a prisdidement that there IN
An money to apliropriste. Too had
Vhu Bepubliaans had a very full
rreasu,y to IllUtider shell they (ism.
into t.oivor March itti, lean, and Hat
tiro') succeeded Cleveland, and when
the Dena )(irate and President Cleve
lend came back to power March 4 h,
1893, they found the R -publicans hail
looted the Treasury and had left none
of the big surplus turned over to them
by the Democrat.,
Congressmen Alfred C. Harmer, of
Pelledeiphiet is now the "father of
thy Weise," and adialittlelertel the
oath situtlloe to the Speaker Monday.
He has helm in Congress thirty-two
year., eighteen of which hired berm
onutinuous. 'Nowell Brackett flied
himself is almost among the Congrio.
atonal patriarchs. When be com-
pletes his present Mine he will have
urea a member for twenty years
witbout iuterrupticon He is, tht ugh,
ouly.lifty-six years of age.
Thirteen mouths from the time of
its election the fifty-fourth Congress
met for the ilist time Monday Fur
three months of that time the Con •
KrreS, which the peoplel,inNovember,
1894, went back on, continued to leg-
islate, and the Congress of their
choice has been doing nothing all the.
time except to draw pay since the
fourth day of last March. This is a
vary inconerunua proceeding.
The Prohibitionists are talking of
running St. Joh° for Possideut of
these United Hates next year. This
Is a great farce, as he has no chance
whatever for eueeps.
Tnere is more t.,•lisrrn in this see-
lion of the ossuutry than all other
diseases put together, and until the
last few years was supposed to be in-
curable. For a great many years
doctors peonouuced it a local disease,
sod prescribed iciest remeedie«, bed
by constantly failing to cure with
local treallti-nt, pronounced it incur-
able. Science has proven catarrh to
be a cnuetitutional disease, and there
fore requires cown itutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cue, Manufactured
by F. J. Cheney di ''o , Toledo, Onio,
is the ouiy constitutional cure on the.
market. It Is taken internally in
domes from 10 drops to a teaspoonfu..
It acts directly no the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any case
It fails to cure. deed for circulars
mid testimonials. Address,
F .1,CHENEY a CO.. Toledo, 0.
or-S mid by Druggist., 75o. 7
HE ASKS
Divorce, and that His Bachelor
Name be Restored Him.
stecial to the New Era.
Perry, Oh T, Dec 5—A novel snit
was filed in the District Court yester-
day. John L Dawson asked for a
divoree from his wife Marie Dawson.
In 1887 John L Purdon, a handsome
Scotenmen, came from Maine to
Wichita, Ken. That city was et j my-
iug • great boom at that time and
Purdou met aud fell in love with
Miss Marie Dawson, deu.ititer of Col.
Christopher Dsweon, who was very
rich in boom real estate. Purdon
sought the band of Mies Dawson it,
marriage. She and her parents con-
sented on the ground that Pordna
would adopt the name of Dawson,
and the father promised $690,000 it it.
sell, in real estate. 'I be marriage
took place lard Pordon We, known as
Dearer/EL The b..om fell flat and real
estate went down. Mrs. Dsweou's
temp-r was bed, he say., and Dewson
b-esme dissetisfi d, so he came to
Oklahoma and stied for a divorce, al-
leging incompatitnlity of temper, and
praying the court to restore his bach-
elor name.
Wile and Sisters.
St. D enemb-r 5—le 1877 the
Butehers and D -overe, Bank, one of
.he largest banking institutions in
+hi, city, failed for nearly $1,000,000,
ant4h M„Chamuers, Ito P.oseident,
andte wife and two sisters gave a
mortgage on all their real eiroate,
worth more than $250,000, to cover
in part the iudebtedueee of the bank
Tne assets at the time were supposed
te U. suffl !lent to meet all claims, but
they proved inadequate, and to-day
several of the unpaid depo Roo+ of
the bank brought a foreclosure cult
against the mortgage, and the proper
ty will probably be cold. The de
fendmits in the case are the Metro-
politan Benk of N9er York and
Julius 14 Walsh and E iward Walsh,
of St. Louis.
It is Known
By Its Cures
It Is not what we say, but what
Hood's Sarsaparilla does, that tells the
story of Its merit.
The thousands of people whom It has
raised from disease and despair to happi-
ness and health, are the strongest and
best advertisements Hood's Sarsaparilla
has. No other preparation in existence
has such • record of wonderful cures.
This is why Hood's Sarsaparilla has the
largest sale, and requires for its produc-
tion the largest laboratory in the world.
Now if you need a good medicine, why
not try that which has done others so
much good. Remember
Hood's Sarsaparilla
Is the Only
True Blood Purifier
•
I WAS STABBED.
A Well-Known Farmer
Victim,
RESULT Olo A QUARREL
Min A CROPPER.
The
On Foreign Matters
and Finances.
MESSAGE
News hes reached the city of • cut-
ting affray that happened Saturday
West of Crofton. Mr. I. H. Dunning,
one of the best known farmers in
North (Thrietiau, was settee I, and is
feared that his it juries o. prove
fated.
The cuttlug was done by one of the
share-hat ds on the Dunning farm.
Fir several weeks, ac • ddloa to re
p II., Mr D intelog nper
lister loss•ei too lisd let ills, tlo ,s V .1
setlastudis he Hioll heel, to entailed,
the in onto Met week *eve, lit
in -wet is los ruin iølI, the eropper
m. ft his boil ell,1 illaried tie wusm I, is
(mind on his dour step a uu tittle of
hickory stenches, ou which a not•
was tied, warning him to I .eve the
county, the penalty of refusal being a
visit from the White Caps.
Saturday Mr. Dunning weer to the
snare-baud for the purpose ot in•kiog
a settlement for the work done on the
farm. There was a disagreement as
.0 bow much money the cropper
should reeelve. The cropper accused
Ntr. Downing of being the author of
the White Cap warning An indig-
nant denial followed, and hot words
were uttered by both uuoi and finally
Wows were passed.
The erepp.r ruddeuly whipped out
a long bladed pooket knife o. it ,brut°
it into Mr !Minium's side, flu lug
e paleful wound Unit Which the
Weed II isid freely, 'rho farmer Onto
Humid lighting Uutil he had been re-
peatedly rabbet' In the region of the
heart.
He fell to the ground In an 'Immo-
scious condition anti was foiled some
time later by farm hands Hee was
taken to the house and a physician
hastily summoned. His w 'ands were
droned and all possible surgical aid
elven him, but It le feared that he will
lint reneVar,
111S JUOULAR
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Was Pierced Hy Falling Upon
a Little Stick.
-;.ecialt, the New Era.
coneer.vole, hod., Deo mb ‘r 5
'To-day at now. Walter Wine a Nix
year-old school boy wes sliding on
some icy ground, when he fell, arid a
small stick shout the size or an ordi-
oery lead peucil penetrated his neck
-nd severing the jugular vein The
cnildren who were near ce•ried the
unfortunste little fellow into the
school hou.e, where he expired In
about three minutes &ter the acei-
deot.
Current Comment.
Now
Indianapolis, Lid , D-e 5 —0 ,v-
eruor Matthews was asked • toe even
log his opinion regardtug eh. message
of President Cleveland to Congress,
end especially that part reholug to
the Cuban insurgents, with whom
the Governor is in strong sympathy,
and a believer in a policy on the part
of this (I orernnient that would se•
ktiewirdge their belligerent right/.
"I am very much pleased," he said,
with the instinct in which the Presi-
dent has handled the saj-et of cur
foreign relations, and eepecially the
statement that the Administration
has affirmed the Monroe doottlue,
though I think, if anything, the
policy is too conservative, end this
country should demand that England
shall arbitrate."
Referring to the partion of thr
message relating to Cuba, the Gov
ernor said: "I do not ogree with the
President that the sympathy with
Cuba is sentimental, but regard it as
a just and righteous sympathy. The
• pressien of sympathy by our people,
it seems to me, could not cot filet with
with any international treaty obliga-
tions, even with natious with whom
we are on the most friendly terms. I
believe It the duty of the American
people to feel such sympathy and to
give it expression. To lack such
“ympettiy weuld show a loss of faliki
in OUI Government, RS Institutions
and our freedom."
No Obstacles.
Speclal to tate New Era.
L Dec. 6.—Referring to Pres
ident Cleveland's message to Con-
gress, the St. J twee Oss.die says:
'There is nothing whutever of the
j.ego In Mr. Cleveland's message. In
• Vie ef till assertions to the contrary,
'bete Is uot the least probabi that
the United States will put any olo.ta-
clea in the way of • proper settlennut
iu Veer surly."
The Pell Mall Ossette remarks:
"So far as our relations with Amer•
Ica are concerned, the message is unt
likely to raise any unpleasant ques-
tions; hut we fail to see hew Mr.
Cleveland's definition of Mouroeietu
Applies to Venezuela."
The Globe says: 'There Is nothing
surprising in the feet that the Monroe
doctrine bulks rather largely in the
message, nor In the hostile tone &clop
ter' toward, E igland. Isn't the Pres-
idential election drawing nign? Pal-
ling the lion's tail may lo k to the
id world as a curious' way f trying
to catch fl-h, hut It has been found to
answer in the turbid waters of Amer-
ican politico."
Only Thirteen.
peclia ta the Now Era.
Hutitiugton, W, V.., Dot 15—Fred
Hayes and Miss L este C ark, au
eloping coupie from ...lumen County,
passed through the (3 ty eerly this
morning enreute to Ii new, Ohio,
with matrimony in view. The gro rn
is 23, while the would-be bride is only
13 years of age. The parents of the
girl objected, owing to her extreme
youth. Miss Lizzie went to church
i et night and told her parents she
would stay over night at the house of
a lady friend, but instead she and
tier lover debarked ler this point.
They arrived here at 6 &Meek this
morning after riding the entire night
on horsebeick, a distance of 88 miles.
They left en an early train fur Iron-
ton. She was neatly dressed and
seemed to be well educated Her
father, Jacob N. Clark, wad at one
time a leading timber dealer of Lin-
coln Counts', and is still well-to-do.
In The Street.
Huntington, W. Va , December 4
Rev. Alexander Atkins, k Seventh
Day Adventist, was to have preached
in the Salt Lick Chapel last night
and despite the bad weather a large
crowd gathered to hear him. The
trustees of the church, however, re-
fused to unlock time doors, and Rev.
Atkin', not to be foiled, stood on the
church stairs,in the rain rod preach-
ed half an hour. At the conclusion of
his sermon he cffered prayers for the
trustees, and his auditors emelt, in
the pouring rain and joined in.
SYNOPIS OF THE PAPER,
Gondensed For the Busy Man's
Benefit.
President Cleveland's nie•eage wok
reed a the two ',rime. of Critigtnin,
yeeterday, 'the doeuttietil opens Willi
referroom In tile Mittel f 'it foreign re
at hips and ealgenslee of stational II
natives at title mos sod 1110 ftetl101:
11111,:rloia. 0lif dle11 111one• 
Lis 
ill:•111)“.rlIgue oref,sseil: 1,01 1, )
lope's subject.,
Tne aria sub j sot of liniiorlatiet
touched upon Wei the dieorderrd COD
111t1011 of stifles In China. "Tn. eti-
ergetin steps we have taken," said
the Piereideet, "swill more than like-
ly result hu the fu' ere safety of our
citissus in Chins." 0' the Waller
Incident the message says: " The-
oustorn•ry cordial relations betweet
this ceuntry and France have been
undietutb d with the exception that
*full explanation or the treatment ol
Water by the expeditionary military
authorities of France remains to be
given." The vexatious points relat-
ing to the Behrlug Sea tut...Lions ale
referred, to and i he failure of the •r-
hiiratioue tribunal to provide means
for Pettletuent pointed on . An sp
propriallon fur onmpirtIng the Ales.
lett buirolary survey, *talon follows
ihstioontilu r tweet, Is tattiest', re00111.tily de i.
Attention Is celled in the unsatis-
factory condition t.f the boundary
line of Usuade on the groat lakes end
the necessity for a joint commissiou
Is quite a aubjeco. Relative to N's•
nu suet& the niessage simply makes •
statement of Interest taken and tte
policy of the C' tilted Metes regarding
the boutolary dispute sent to Oreat
Britain jail last, "The general cod
cluelon therein reached the formolat •
d," sty. the Proaldeut, is in sun
Mantle the traditional and eat ablishst1
'outlay of the government, WhiOU is
Pasty opposed to any forcible in,
crease by any Kilroprau pawer of ter-
ritorial positions on this continent."
Hawaii le dieus'esed with a reference Total Loss er Mrtoory.
to the uprising of last J urinary and A very curious) instance of those sod-
the demands marts upon theniewallan den and total Inaeole 'if memory which
government foe the rights of Amer'. raise suchiwrplexing and appalling
matt cinemas csoucerned therein and lipsiarbyle,rinateinnelistrileerin:(teudre if 4 t.tilretiekerfsr.,t,uni-
Brighton. While sitting on the sea front
a woman felt seniethieg break in heridentsays: "The Coked States head. She thereupon berarue unable to
must preserve interna.lonal faith tell her name, address or anything ceu•
whatever ayrupathy our chi nected with her past life. She is at pres-
room may have with the insurgents." ent in the Brighton (wor 
shall 
I gse,heer( mcomy-
The P‘esident expreesed regret that Onus' cry bolug, 
th
memory again Her clothing does Dotthe Turkish government thwarted
contain a single mark or initial wherebythe purpose to send to the disturben
the might be identified. She tea reepect-quarter of the Empire the United ably dreseed woman, apparently fairly8.ates Consul at Sivas, who was or- well to do. The followmg ii. her deserm-
tiered to investigate and report. How tiou: Age about 56; dressed neatly in
ever, every ill ire says he, has been .u-oleek ; appears to be a rinrso or compau-
rut forth to insure safety of American
°it-Retie amid the United States Minis
ter is alert.
Flua:ly, the message Is devoted to
the dlecurelon of the financial gnus-
non. The President says: "I am
convinced that the only thorough aid
prectioable remedy for our troubles le
to be fund in the retiremeut and
esuceilation of tin. United States
notes, commonly called greenbacks,
cud the outstanding treasury note.
issued by the government lu pay merit
•,f silver purchases uuder tt,e act of
189) " The method he pre poses is an
•xobange for bonds, small and huge,
and bearing • low rate of luteress,
and for a long term. He thinks the
increase of the bonded debt will be
compensated by a renewed activity
and enterprise and restored coull-
denoe.
demand of tee recall of Minister
Thurston. Of Cubs the Pres-
AFFAIRS IN THE EAST
The ptereuces of our naval Vessels
which are now in the eocialty of the
disturbed locality in Turkey aft ird
opportunities to acquire a measure of
familiarity with the condition of at
fairs and will enable us to take Rattle
hie steps for the proteoti m of any
interests of our countrymen within
reach of our ships that might be found
Imperiled. Thus far no lives of Ar
menian citizens have been sacriticeo,
there can be no doubt that the serious
loss and destruction of Mission pro
party have resulted from riotious
eoi Mots and outrageous attacks.
By treaty, several of the most
powerful European powers have se-
cured a right, and have stemmed a
duty, not only in behalf of their own
citizen', and in furtherance of their
own interests, but as agents of the
Christian world. Their right is to
enforce such conduct of the Turkish
Goveroment as will restrain fanatical
lartoality, and if this fal:s, their duty
is to imeifere so as to insure against
such dreadful occurrence in Turkey
as lately shocked +Hon. The
powers declare this right and duty
to be theirs alone, and it l• earnestly
hoped that prompt and eft lodee ac-
tion on their pert will be displayed.
RELATIONS WITH ENGLAND
Our relations with Great Br.tsil,
always Intl.-ate and Important, have
dent ended during the past year even
• greater shaos of consideration than
is usual. Several vexatious queetione
were left untletermined by the deck-
Ion :of the Bshring Sea Arbitration
Tribunal. Tne application et the
principles laid down by the August
body has i ot been followed by the
results they were intended to accom-
plish. Much correspondence bee
been exchanged between the two
GOVer11111011tel on tin. PlIii•et of pre
venting the exterminatiug slaughter
of seals
THE CURRENCY QUESTION.
President Cleveland takes a stand
co 1 the currency question. He thinks
the remedy for tne present tumbles
Is In the cancellation of the green
backs and Treasury rioter, and in the
increase of the eirenlatIon of the flat
tonal banks. He pl./mosses to rubsti-
lute long time, iota , interest beerine
bonds for the paper money, thus in
creasing their desirability as invest
ments, and because their peymeut
eould be well postponed to a period
far removed from the present finan-
cial burdens and perplexities when
increased prosperity and resource,
they would be More Met
La Stepping Stones
; :0 consumption are ailments we
:often deem trivial—a cold and
entree Consumption thus ac-
t rprited is rightly termed " Con-
' eumpt ion (ruin neglect."
Scott's Emulsion
eot only stops a cold but it is re-
markably successful where the
cough has become deep seated.
.Ceott's Emulsion is the
riehest of fat-foods yet
the easiest fat-food to
take. It arrests waste
and builds up healthy
flesh.
Prayers... hy ENO& Deeps, R. Y. • II deoggists.
_
Ion; well educated ; wears a wedding
ring.
We hold, and it memo, to us are boned
to hold, that the notion of a life beyenti
the grave which will net be endowed
with memory of this life is tantamount
to annihilation. But if the Kate of this
pour woman re perinueent, theu she ham
already antlered a sort of annihilation,
though .if ceurse death may revive her
lost faculty. Still, if she goes on living
she will in effect be another person, and
hew are these two ',enormities to be
linked and reconciled% In truth, the
whole thing is. im.,f the most eenlehak-
ing of niroeree eise.tatur.
Backen'a Arnica ye.
The Best Salve in the wt rid for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tett.".r, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skin Eruptions, a-id oe lovely
curse HIPP, or no pay r-squirei'. is
guaranteed to give perfect +-Utast_
Lion or money refunded. f Hee it
tents per box. For Baler by P. C.
,elare e ii... . r
Fish and Tobacco.
The Antra:m.0th, ety can, it Poems,
claim the Fsli of tho eea ammo; its
supporters. Fish are known to have a
very keen sense of smell, and it was re-
marked at this week's reunion of the
Piscatorial society at the Holborn res-
taurant that even some of the greediest
sea fish would dc-chime a bait which had
been touched by an angler whose haul
had recently held a pipe or cigar. An-
glers therefore should not smoke, but
then to most persons angling 'Mime the
pipe would be angling without one of its
chief pleasures.—Weetruinster Gazette.
The Best Cough Cure
if Shiloh'ie Cure. A negieetee or ugh
is dangerous Stop it at once w ith
Siblinh'e Cure—Sold by R. C. Hard
wick.
Did the Acts Talk?
Sir James Boyle, the great Irish nat-
uralist, always contended that ants had
a language of their own, by which they
made known their wants and feare to
others of their kind. Ono day he en.
oountered a colony that UM evidently
moving to new quarters. All appeared
Iii the very best of spirits, and when-
ever two met the naturalist noted that
they put their heads together as though
chatting very earnestly. To mettle the
matter in his own mind as to whether
they were really talking or not, he
killed one of them to observe the elect
it would have on the others. The eye-
witnesses to the murder hastened to the
rear and halted every one of the advanc-
ing column by laying their flute/litre to-
gether. The column instantly separated
to the right and the left, none of the
marchers afterward passing within lesa
than six feet 'if their dead companion,
though the remains of the Ith.ect were
directly in the beaten patle—St. Lows
Republic. 
_
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RICOWI,EDGE
Brings co-wort anti improvemeii. nil
tenth+ to persemal enjoyment When
rightly used. The many, who live bet•
U•r than others end enjey life- more, with
lees expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the worid's best products to
the needs of physical being, will attest
die value to health of the pure
laxative prineii.k.; embraced in the
remedy, Syt op of Figs.
Its excelli rice is due to its preisenting
in the form most receptable and Tile-es-
ant to die taste, the refn•sliing and truly
beneScial properties of a perfect lax-
ative; effeet cleansing the system,
dispelling cs:ds, headaches and fevers
and permanently etneag constipation.
It hart given satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the medical
profeeeion, because it acts an the Kid-
Liver and Bowels without -wak-
ening them and it ia oerf xtly free from
every objectionable substance
Syrup of Fig- is for sale by all dries-
giete in 50 cent bottles, but it is nian-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs.
and being well informed, you will tr:t
accept any substitute if offered.
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Keep Your
 Merchant in minu.
is
a rest piece of
0 TolVICCO
'eer. oold or--f
An Excellent Firm,
Ni tro,seeo firna is it, servo.' nf
better success than Kendrick it Run-
yon, proprietors slid managers r I the
Central W.rehouse, o! Clarksville,
Tenn. Their long xperience as
salesmen, thorough knowledge of
every detail of the business, and close
attention to all orders has made the
firm the reputation that is enviable
10 a large degree, Messrs Kendrick World,
and ItUtlynti Itee• Ilia foil confidence ;
of the tobacco powers Their miser, ' Consumption me be Cored
ihmeifint thie issue , t the lot the use sir P.1114111'6 Cum mi.greet ('-ugh curs is hit nal, knownNEW EitA. for that terrible dissaar-sield
4,
• -seese.--... by R C. Hardwiek.
It014.01.4 v.., toe ing,
The Duke of Mot 14.4,1110i will now
have to take bolter ewe. of himself than
ever. It is rand that he always puts cut -
feu wool in hie cigarette' to keep from
swallovOug the- nicotine. When a man
comes into so much money, lie ham rea•
sone for preeerviug his health. "Pardon
true" said the luau in the car, "will
yen please lint (19W11 that wiutloW. Fes:
vont!, into $10,000 a year, and feel I
tenet take eArc nit Loyself, "—New York
A Witty *boos.
Francis I of France, being desirous to
raise a learned wan to the highest dig-
notes of the church, asked him if he
was ci noele deecent. "Your majesty,
answer' d the abbot. "there were three
brothers in Noah's ark, but I caninot tell
positively from which of them I de-
se-nile-d." The witty ablaut olAteined the
anoonanwset
Nerves on Edge.
I was nervous, tired, irritable and
Cr- ,•P. Hart's ('lover Root Tea has
en+de we well and bopne.
Mrs E B. Worden
—eold by R C Herdw•ek
ltrawmable Expertoure.
Mrs. Dix—I wonder what preseut my
htoband will bring we tonight.
Mrs. Hicks—What makes you expect
one? Is it your birthday?
Mrs. Dix—No-o. We quarreled this
haunting. 
—London Answers.
Pit a Do Not Cure.
Pill di, not cure Constipation. Thee
0 sly aggrovat Karl's Clover Riot
l'ea gives protein regularity of the
b twele-Seld by R C. Hardwick.
mosesing Hussies Lawsuit.
An 'tallith 1A-%‘*).ap4.r gives an ac•
ccuut of an air- using lawsuit which has
takeu place lut (Ay in a Huainan city in
which liermen is the prevailing late
gunge. thee man 1,131`tl lumber to recover
the sum of :/0 rubles, the debtor baying
faithfudy promised to return the money
on St. Henty's day. But having failed
to do so for a lung time the lender dis-
covered that the Bastian Orthodox
church inclusles 110 cueh saint as Se
try, mei the judge before whom the
case was bit d wan tench puzzled as to
what verdict he should give. Happily
the idea occurred to bout that, saint or
nu saint, All Saints' day 'winded even
the merit doubtful, so he gave judgment
that the DO rubles should be returned
nest All Saints' day.
TO YOUNG
WIVES
"MOTHERS' FRIEND
7* Otter a Remedy
Which lnsurte Safe-
ty to rote of Mother
end Child.
99
COB° OONFiNEMENT OF ITM PAIN.
HORROR AND RISK.
fy wife used ouly two bottles. She was
ra,.'y and quickly relieved; is now doing
at ,ctidltliy..-
J. S. MORTON, Barlow, N. C
Sert by expre,. Or receipt ofarmese451.00 per bottle. Hook "TO MOT
11.1,1cd free.
811AbbIELD RF.GCLATOR CO, A TLAJZTA. GA.
SOLD HY ALL DRUG:GRAM
A Written
Guarantee
goes with them.
Quick
Bakers,
Superior
Cookers,
Powerful
Heaters.
Vier TimeSavers,
Money
Savers,
Trouble
Sayers.
Ask for Peninsular and
tae no other.
Book-keeping
Shorthand
Telegraphy
The comlort of your family
depend"; on your selections.
THE BEST Is my motto.,
The ur.ce is el ways reasonably low. Elegant line of Dress 0 3odis and
Trimmings to select (rem.
FANCY DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS,
Kid Gov. (lents Gloves, Furnishing Goods, White Good.. Tab's
D•nreek, N,1.1110., Fancy Buttons, Ladie'• Beim, Hosiery, DraperyMull, B senets. Lep Rebels, Plan:tried Lining, Handkerchiefs, Muf-ti -re, Ribbons, White Q like, Gent's Shirt., Gent's Scarfs, Corset.,14 esp., towels, Edging., Erobtoideries, Lacer, and many things not
meutiened.
CJIACIAILIK.611, qj Et Cr IX. t 1111 C1 Elel)1130 1114
When In need if anythinv lo thl• Ilne you will do well in see my wrapsCarpet's, Reg., Mottoes, Floor 011 Cloth, Foot Mats. The largest andbeet ateiorted stock in the city.
11111lacoosis 111111acomois
Meti's Ithnee, liediel• mimeo, I4-fl'. 'shalt, moues mimic childreata
tomes, totem Mil 4. tiv.r an om Ti,. best Naha' on lb. istallet, andI feel pose Josti fuss« it in youi Intervei In buy she's of mi Prompt
rod polite iltiention to telstellefe as all tilliee
T. TONES,
1-3001LJEACC
][31:111€tra
Wright
If you want
Fresh Oysters and Celery,
RING TELEPBONE 91.
A full line of staple and fancy groceries on hand.
Free delivery at all hours to any part of the city.
Pay highest cash prices for country produce.
\\7Ill [it (II
AT COST.
On Recount of having the interior of
oer otore remodeled, we will begin to.
day to sell at cost, continuing until
Jinuary I.
We have a larger amiortment or sail-
ors, walking hats, and other shapes.
Besides a good selection of trimmed
hats
Children's Caps
in the prettiest and latest styles at
prices to meet any and all demands.
Tan and black Trilby belts, hair or-
naments and side combs in styles you
can not find elsewhere. Call and see
them and remember they all go at
cost.
Mrs.A.W.SteeledeCo
Ragsdale, Cooper tc Co.,
MAIN : STREET PlWiROrlicCildge 0 WAREHOUSE
BETWEEN TENTH AND ILE% E NTH,
Ropkinsville. Kentucky.
%.E. RAGSDALE. Salesman
Peoples' Hanbery & Shry:),r
—Proprietors,_
Warehouse R. R. St. bet 10th & 11thHopkinsville, Ky.
Caither & West
-L:TOBACC0=-
Commission Merchants
.43..rfrics
Prprietors PLANTER'S WAREHOUSE.
Hopkins/gine, • - Ky
J. C. Kendrick. C. D. Runyon.
Central Warehouse
K EN DALL & RUNYON,
Tobacco : Salesmen,
CLARKSVILLE, - - TENNESSEE.
BRYANT& STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
Established 1854. sincorporats•cl
OFFERS unsurpassed advantages for securing a
Practical lemermeas nemeses's. No other school,
North or South, possesses equal facilities for
1.....cating young men in positions in the South,
SOnth-weir. and west.
Write for Catatogue- Free.- Ailerons
BRYANT & STRATTON COI J.W.Gre
Louisville, Ky.
VERCOATS!
This is strictly Overcoat weather. As
the thermometer nears zero it re-
minds a person that his overcoat is
fretting thin. if that is the case, come
to se to see us. We have the great-
est stock of overcoats in the town,
and at prices that will surprise you.
Heavy, Long Ulsters, Long Paddox,
Dress Overcoats; in fact, all sorts and
sizes FROM S3.00 UP. Exam-
ine our line before purchasing.
Mammoth Clothing I Shoe Co.
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CURES THE
SERPENT'S
STING
OWENS PINK MIXTURE
FOR "TCIETHINCI CHILDREN.
PCISFECTLY HARMLESS.
TEETHE TROUBLES
/1 .. /
11,1 -t,,rs prescribe Pink M.... •
hea .,.. n . .1 as know to
no Team or other p
F 
, ...g. 1% , :e for ,,r, ularn It,
I by .01 deafer., in
?Bo. Awe 50c. Bo ..... 
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$1 A YEAR.
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Club Hat a.
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sir wines Home Joisrasit. 
Off hoer'. M against*  
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H 4 r Tithe% B$1144E.  
Rarpires Young PwriPla
Home Magazine. .
•ntueky Methodist  Va4.
Gun and Kennel
n, aad Teem
Friday. December 6, 1S95.
HOME SOCIETY
Mrs,. Jelin Gregory, of H,well, 
was
In the city Tuesday.
Mr. J..lon W. Stith, of Ceru
lean,
was iu town Tmsdai.
Mr. W. 8. Moore, of The Squ
are,
10 IOWIA this week.
Dr Walter Lackey, cf Pembroke,
woo in the city Monday.
Miss Maggie Underwoed, of tire ce
y,
is visiting Miss Roysity.
Mr. W. S. O'Brien, of Ltfeyette,
was in town this moraine.
Mr. ard Mts. Albert 011ee, 
of
Howell, were hut Tuesday.
DIM Hoary B-yant, of Gracey, 
was
Vie city sbopplug Tuesday.
Medea. Tom avd Dug Davis, of
Crofton, were to Iowa this week.
Misses Emma and Cora Orsgory, of
Howell, were In the city this weds.
Mr. Bitten Walker, of Churn Hof
istgaborhood, was in town this week.
Mr. Henry Slusoklin, of Church
ERII, spent Sunday with friend',
bete.
Lieut. Alex L. Dade, U. S. A, aid
Wife arrived in the city Wedueeday
to spend several weeks with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. L mgacre left the
eity yesterday for Hopkineville,
where Mr. Longscre goes on busimier.
Mrs. Longacre will go ,to Pedee, se
v-
eral melee south of there, for a few
days' trisit to her si•ter, Mrs. Bettie
Eteuston Jones, who is quite ill.-
Elkton Progress.
-411.
511118 OF EVERY ILLND.
Ruckoer & CO., real eetate and in-
serene..
WANTED-A Cif load of Jersey Colas
• and twitters, quick. For fur i her in-
formation clot at Levne'e livery stable.
All repair work uot called for by
Deeraitoer 15 ti will be eold for
charges. T. G. YATES.
For good S.,rWiCtiable winter shoes,
give .1.ff Morris a trial. if
New Davis Sewiog Machine for este
cheap for mesh at this °film
Boots and *hoses neatly and prompt-
ly repaired by Ji ft Morris, Mein St.
Do not take any eutestittos whin
you art for the one true blood puri-
fier, S stesparii is. Insist upon
tlouclis and cede Hood,.
Best sewed half solemn, same tanked
TE sent., at Jeri Moaxia',.stacip over
*looser &Ballard's.
Have your clothes made, cleaned
sect repaired by J..* N. Fowright the
tailor and cutter. ReengtOz el by the
trade as one of the beet cutter, aid
artists in he profession. 7,11 Street.
The L & N will sell round trip
tickets to Frankfort, Ky, at one fare.
Dec. 8th and 10.h, and fur trains ar-
riv•og at Frakiort bet ire noon of the
101h, limited to 13:h, account of in-
agoration of Gov. 13radtey.
I.F. M. ADAMS, Agt.
Do You Smoke!
Look at toe bands we display of
inookirg goods in tne snow window
a the Wyly drug store. It is the %rest
Mock In the cry.
A Safe Investment.
When you have money to invest
you can done better than to put it in•
to the stock of the National Building
and LOAD AIS011iatiOn.
Garnett as Moore,
trod if Hoekineville, Ky.
Money to Lend.
If you watit to borrow m-iney good
'security, Toe National Building &
Loan Ateociation, of Louisville, CAD
secommAate you on easy terms.
(LagetzTT & MOORE, Agents,
sod Heptinsville, Ky.
Wedded at the Court House.
County Judge ilreathitt spoke
wordsTussaidey morning that mariehlr.
George Turner and Miss Lola Wilson
husband and wife. The ermine is a
tensesr and lives in the Bainbridge
vicinity. The bride lives jost across
tbe county line in Caldwell. Both
are popcular, and their friends wish
them all bappinees.
Will Locate Here.
Mr. Gaorge H D tins will arrive
in the city towards the laet of the
wees to take the ectsition of buiiness
manager of the Republican Banner.
Until recently be has been connected
In the same capacity writ' the Tribun
e,
of Oweneboto. That paper says that
be is a chewer gentlemau and thor-
oath basioses newsvper man.
▪ THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little one has On.
proved more by the present laxative,
Syrup of Figs, when in need of the
laxative eft ct of a gentle remedy
than by any other, and that is more
seseeptable to them. Children enjoy
It and it benefi s them. The true
remedy, Syrup of Figs, is noanufae-
to red by the California Fig Syrup Co.
oaly.
The French say "it is the 1w.
possible that happens." This 
hap
proved to Le the case with the Mount
Lebanon Shakers. The whole
secient.fl world has been laboring to
cure dyspepois, but every etf
seemed to meet with defeat. The
suffering from etomach troubles has
become almost universal. Multitudes
have on desire for food and that
whicla they do eat came* them pain
and dietreee. Sleepless nights are
Lb. rale and not the exception, :and
tbossends of otaltsrere have become
discouraged
The Shakers of Mount Lebanon
reeen.1y came to the front with :their
new Digestive Cordial, which con
talus not only a food already dige:ted,
but is s digester of food.
It promptly relieves nearly all
Mikis of indigestion. Ask your
druggist for one of Weir Looks,
Lszol, tin new Castor Oil, is being
used in hoepitals. It is sweet ad
honey.
When Baby was sick. WC gave bet naaterta.
Wbem she was • Child, she dried for castorte.
When dui became Miss, she clung to Ca/aorta
Wheaglor tsaA Children. abe gave them castor*
r•••••••.7r.
-
Highest of all in Leavening Power.- Latest U.S. Gov
't Repeat
A 1 Baking
‘A'va Powder
AIBISOLILYINELY IPCRE
FIRST VOTE.
Lucian Davis Named
as Clerk.
COMMITTEES APPOINTED.
Short Accounts of Interesting
Doings.
The new City Councilmen took the
oaths of efti.te last night and will take
their emits for the transaction of bus
iness to /debt.
Iu order to complete unflalehed
bueinese, a called meeting was held
in the city hall. Reutine work, such
es the allowing of accounts and hear-
lug 1•nwp!aluts regordiug alleged
over. areessmentr, was dune, The
most important matter was the fixing
of salaries. The salary ( f the City
Clerk wee cut from four hundred to
three liuudred dollars a year. 'I he
City Attorney's salary was decreased
fifty dollars per annum.
The I Meet' and yearly salaries in
the disposition of the Council are as
follows:
City Clerk $300 00
Chief of Police  900 00
Pollee  660 00
City Engineer  600 00
Tex Collector, st, per cent ef money
collected.
Cemetery Sexton  360 00
City Teamster  300 00
Fireman  66 Ou
Tr x Assessor  2,0 00
Treasurer  400 00
Attorney    450 00
The City Council labored several
hours Tuesday. The foremost mat,
ter was the election of city (Bleep,
which resulted as follows:
TREASURER BUCKNER LILAVELI.
ATTORN EY .... JAS. B. A LIAtlefSW eitTi
ENCHNEER. JOHN TWYMAN
TA.X COLLECTOR  L. C CRIANENS
A if.81.1380h GEORGE BRADLE1
Prx)rov R. BOAS E
TEAMSTER  LEN MORRIS
CHIEF OF POLICE J FOL FRITZ
POLICEMEN:
HENRY LAYNE, TORE SMITH,
SAM WALKER, GEO WALKEP,
MACK CRAVENS.
Seventeen ballots were taken in an
unsuccessful effort to name a person
for City Clerk.
The followtug yearly salaries were
midi,' agreed upon: Clerk, $300;
treasurer, $400; Attorney, $450; En-
gineer, $600; Tax Collector, 3,12 per
cent, of taxes collected; Assessor,
4200; Sexton, $360; Teamster, $300;
Firewer, $66.
The fixing of the compensation for
Chief of Police and policemen was
not reacily determined, and the sal-
aries were not named until just be-
fore, the sejwirunuent. The Chief
will receive seventy dollars a month
and the policemen fifty-two and one
nalf dollars.
The City Council held a called
meeting last night. The City Clerk
was named and the Mayor appoiLted
several important committees.
C. M. Meaoham, who was an op-
ottani for the position of clerk with-
drew from the race, leaving H. W.
Tibbs and L. H. D .vie candidates for
tba position. Oa the first ballot Mr.
I:were received four votes and was
deetlared elected.
Two thousand bushels of coal was
appropriated for the poor of the city
to be divided (cosily between the
white people and the negroee.
The commit:eels were named as fol.
FINANCE AND SUPPLIES.
PUCK, ANDERSON, HOLLA.NE.
STREETS AND SIDE WALKS.
HOLLAND, POOL, PERRY,
WATER AND LIGHTS.
POOL, WARE, DALTON.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
aieuessoN, FLACK,
CEMETERY,
PERRY.
! BUILDING AND PERMITS.
Poor., HOLLAND, DALTON.
HEALTH.
PlousY, HOLLAND, DALTON,
AWDERSON, FLACK, witting, POOL.
GRIEVANCE.
AiMDZIEHON, HOLLAND,
WORK HOUSE.
POOL.
POOL.
PARDON AND IMPRISONMENTS
FLACK,
P
ANDERS DABNEY.
CHAIM Y.
DABNEY, FLACK.
Took In a Thief.
A negro stole a hoe bore* from W.
W. Coleman, near Guthrie, one night
this week. Chief Robiuenn caught
the thief in Clarksville and took tem
to the Elkton j ail yesterday.
Death of an Infant.
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
IL-awis Huffman, who -live in the
Southern part of the city, died last
night. The renisins were taken this
morning to Clariesville wnere the
burial will take place.
All Trains Delayed.
All the trains coming peen the
North were delayed this retort ing.
There was a wreck near Madisonville
about 1:40 o'clock Tnure. morning. A
Dad wheel on a box car in a freight
train caused three care to jump the
track. The road was cleared at DOOE1
mu the trains are now running regu•
lady.
Goes to the Evangelist.
Mr. Z. Morgan Young, of Editor,
has closed a contract to publish and
manage the South Kentucky Evan-
gellet, a paper citeulated in the in-
terest of the Christian Church. Mr.
Young, until recently, was foreman
of the Todd County Times. Eider
James Vernon, of Henderson, le edi-
tor of the paper.
Done /AU the County Court.
:Not much business was done in the
county court Monday. Mrs. Mor-
gan was appointed admietrstrix of
the estate of Morgan Hopson, Jr. de-
ceased. R M. Anderson and Ferd
Schmidt were appointed eppralsere
of the attached property of Hodges &
Co. License to eel 11q09r at Crnftou
was granted to T. J Davis. 'lobe
Morris Was allowed $30 for repairing
a bridge on the Madieouvide road.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Assead Geld Rada Madwialsr Fay, Ina Fraaciaco.
LATEST TIP.
Dr. James Offered
the Place.
I Duke in Harness.M. B. Morton, known to his (rimiest
as "Doke" Morton, who has been
Chief Clerk in the (Ince of Secretary CATCHER OF CRIMINALS.
Sate Headley for the past two years,
has been e tiered the popitIon of city
editor on the Courier-Journal, and
will accept. He has been a candidate
for Assistant Clerk of the Kentucky
Senate for the past month or more,
and would have had a virtual walk-
over for the place, but will now with-
draw, as the i ffl:e only pays a per
diem while the Senateis in session.
The Commissioner's Sale.
The style et the (Wild, the property
seld aud the purchasers in the sale
held Odonday afternoon by Master
CJaimieeiouer Wiufree are as fol-
low":
C radii Pepper et al., ye. Hetet.
Hale reed others, hcinse and lot on
Main street; $1 hia/, sold to Frank
Peppin: homes aud lot ou Jesup Ave-
nue, 1631, dame; house and lot, same
tocsin:no 075, to Mrs. Emilie Ling.
Mrs. L,ura A. Vant Yd. M re. Sue
West, B. 34 acres of laud; $490.25 to
Mrs. Mat y Thonose: 30 acres, $300, to
Upshaw Buckner.
Monroe Gregory 'is adm'r. vs heirs
and creditors, 263 scree; $5 -) to L.
H Smithson.
T. T. 0 Nen'e adru'r. vs. M. J Owen,
163 acre.- ; $1,12.5, to A. W. 13..iwitug.
W. B Mason et. al., ve. B. A. Seay'e
heirs, 60 acres of laud; Pin°, to J. H.
Ware.
Lail. Garland, 1111111er. ad. 5. B•
Crutubaugh, 102 acres of land; con-
sideration $3,100. sld to Mrs. Hattie
Garland.
L. H. McKee it. al., vs. M. S. Mc-
Kee, I.O6 acres to R M. Carter for
MO; 14 scees to Mrs. Hattie Garland
for $128
Nelsou & Dabney vs. J. D. W0(1,
150 acres; $5CO3 sold to Frank Dabney.
J. tr. Dixon, assignee, vs. E. Poston,
house and lot; $2.50, to J. F. Dixon.
OUT OF TOWN
Christian and Contig-
uous Counties.
NEWS OF OUR NEIGHBORS.
Culled From The New Era's
Country Correspondence.
WILL TAKE A WIFE.
Mr. W. J. Jontisou grinned broadly
this week when he handed a note
to County Clerk Prance. The cow-
municetion was frion the parents cf
Miss Roe's Trotter, author:ztog the
clerk to isP1119 a marriage license to
Mr. Johnson and the young lady, who
is under age. Mr. Johnson is a clever
young farmer who lives in North
Christian.
TOOK A LONG TRIP.
Mr. J. T. Anderson and Mies Lillie
ei.larbrough, both of Legit) county,
traveled all night in a buggy and
reached Springfield, Tenn., Monday
mortoug. They hunted up the coun-
ty clerk and a magistrate and were
j Aced in marriage. They journeyed
over forty miles to get married.
RES 4..UTIoNS OE RESPECT.
Whereas it has p'eased Almighty
OW in h!si wise t rovidence to call
from the labors of earth cur worthy
brother P. Terry Sheltor, who de-
parted this life at his home Nov. 16..h
1895,
Resolved That in the death of
Bro. Shelton the Mseouic Fraternity
haa lost a z .s'oue and a worthy mena•
ben, the widow and orphans a loving
hu•band and a kind and indulgent
Lather.
Resolved-That we, as Masone,
have abiding faith in that Ged,whom
all Masons reverence and obey, but
&Rio:ugh his loss I. deeply felt In the
lodge room and the family circle, we
can only peint those who were de-
pendent ui oe him to the Nome dread
Parent of the universe whose lamp
alone dispels the gloom from the
dark valley,and when it id said of us,
"That the silver cord has been loosed
and the golden band broken," may
we then be admitted by the Grand
Ty:er into that Celestial Lodge above,
where the great Architect of the Utile
yens. provides.
R esoived-that a copy of these res-
olutions he sent to the widow of the
deceased and that they be speed tio-
on the records of this lodge, and also
the Hopkineville papers be requested
to publish them. The brethren are
reqeeeted to wear the usual badge of
mourning thirty (Jaye.
J. B. Walker,
J. M. Centeno.,
A. M. Henry,
Comm itteeall
WILL BE CORDIALLY WELCOMED.
The County Teachers' Association
for District N>. 4 will meet at Church
Hill on Saturday, Dec. 7 h. The fol-
lowing sehool diptricts are nonuded:
No.. 10, 12. 13, 16, 17, 18, 19 23, 29, 38,
46, 54, 55, 58, 61, 65, 71, 74, 75 end 7e.
We earnestly desire the presence of
each teacher in the above named dis-
tricts. All who fail to attend are re•
cpiired by law to teach an extra day
therefor. We would be glad, also, to
have the attendance of as many
teachers from other districts as can
be preeent. Let us all come and lend
a helping hand In this important
work. All will be cordially welcomed,
especially those who are interested in
tbe cause of education. The people
of Church Hill are Doted for their
hospitality and we anticipate a pleat.
ant day in their midat.
PROGRAM.
Devotional Exercises at 10 o'clock.
Address of Welcome.... B. E. Thom
Response E. J. Murphy
How to teach Writing in the manikin
schools, L. W Guthrie,
Moises Alice Lander and Mary
Davie.
Interest-simple and compound....B.
E. Thom, Jen. M. Calvin and Miss
EdIA Moore.
How to get and retain the attention
of the idle pupil, U L.
Clardy. Misses Ida Winfree and
Alice Riser.
Recess.
Spelling-Ptimary, Joe O. Dunlap
and Miss Luella Mitchell.
Advanced 8pelling-E. M. Murphy
and Miss Florence Lindsey.
Advanced Reading- E J. Murphy,
Misses Daisy Gardner and Fran-
ces Bust.
How mirth time should be given to
oral work ..... Misses Kate
Guthrie, Georgia Moxley and
Daisy It es.
Go V. DooseLe, Vice Preto
KATE MCDANIEI„ C Supt.
ROYAL IlaAing Powder.
Highest of all in leavening
sfrength.-81. S. Goyernassat Wrest.
Batch of Gossip About Local
Matters.
GOVERNOR ELECT Beonisor has
cif .red the Superintendency of the
Hopkinsville asylum to Dr. A. D.
James, of Muhlenberg county.
Dr. James was one of the mrst
active workers in the campaign. He
is a member of the senate, and has
eprved several terms in the House.
In case Dr. Hunter is elected to the
United States Senate. Dr. James will
make the race ion Congress in the
Third district, and on this account he
has not yet decided to accept the asy•
turn position. • This is a streight tip,
according to the 0 wenaboro Messen-
ger.
Two POPULAR HOPKINSVILLS girls
were elegantly entertained at Hen-
derson We Ii es lay. NI seises Ge orals
and Mary who are visiting
Miss Lottle Head, were the gueets ol
honor at II reception given by Mille
Harriet Powell. Progressive euchre
was played, MiesMary Foick winning
the first
— 
-
THAT THE DANCE Erlalsy WlIl be a
success Is positive. More than ordi•
nary interest has been manifested in
the entertainment and a tnuch larger
crowd than u-usl will be prreeut.
Already sixteen couples have an
ranged to attend and all the names
on the ilet will doubtless be marked
off. Mr. 0 /*ley has the list.
THE OPINION OF the Kentucky con-
gressional delegation on the Preen
dent's mesesge le, of course, divided.
Dr. Clardy likee it in part and so does
Kendall. 5Icereary, Berry, Owens
and Hendrick endorse it aa a whole.
Evans, Hunter, Colson, Lewis and
Pugh are of the opinion that Reed.
Allison or McKinley could have
worked up a better paper.
IT IS am-11.ED now that the Latham
Light Guards will not go to Frank-
fort. After a consultation between
the Gevernor and Adjo Gen. Gross it
was decided to not have the Ttird
legineent in line at the inaugural
Ceremonies. This is due to the fact
that nearly all of the companies are
located in the extreme Western part
of the State and would entail a heavy
expense for transportation.
The First and Second regiments,
selected for service, are located in
more convenient reach of the caeital,
and the cost of their service and
transportation will uot be peal in
the aggregate.
HE SEES MILLIONS in It, does Mr.
A. C. Morrison, of this city. The "it"
is a cigarette holder which the popu•
lar preectlinioniet has invented, The
holder is made of sire, so bent that it
Me the finger. The cigarette is held
in position by the ends of the wire.
It is very simple contrivance. I'
prevents the finger from becoming
*minor', and by it the cigarette may
be puffed until nothing is left but
ashes and it has many °tiler advauta-
gee. Mr. Morrison has spotted for a
patent. He will oiler the invention
to the big cigarette firma. In carte
they purchase it, he will organea, a
count any and place the holder on the
market.
MR LA I A ORN E EDMUNDS likes a
good joke. He pisyed one yesterday
afternoon that pleased him enough to
cause the corners of his mouth to
point upwards for several hours be.
oind his ferocious mustache. Some-
oody 1,:oke a Lig icicle from the
water tank and brought it to town.
Mr. E imunde secured p iseession of
it and placed it in a prr mineut posi-
tion in front of the Pi ce III Hotel.
The icicle, merely as a cutioeity on
account of its hugeness, was worthy
of a cesurtl glance, but the big placard
that dangled from it, made not less
than five hundred people stop In the
bitter cold and read:
"This le an icicle from the falls of
Niagara, sent to • friend in this city
by Chas. Wietliu, of Ruddock, La.
You will observe that it is frozen
water and by touching it you will dis-
cover that it is not but. If you are
not et.111.2iently cold when you finish
reading this fabrication you may read
It again."
The men who stopped to peruse the
placard said "D 'mu!" when they
finished reading, and the women
said something milder but similar.
"THE KI.AHM CLUB" is the eupho-
nious name of a social organization
that held its initial meeting last
night. Toe membership is limited
and a meeting will be held every
"feursday night. A progreneerrang-
ed by a committee appointed for that
purpose, will be carried oirt at each
gathering. The following men were
unanimously elected efli2ers: Mr.
Hiram Phelps, President ; Mr. Tom
Underwee,d, Secretary; Mr. Howell
candy, Treasurer. Fines Will be kw
possii upon the merni ens who fail to
perform parts allotttd them on the
program. The r irre will give a
supper to the club Saturday night at
the home of the Misses Radford. The
principal features of last night's ses-
sion, held at the Rust home, were a
humorous poem, read by Mr. Pnelpe,
and a cake walk. Miss Willie Rust
and the Preeideut captuad the first
prize ID the walk, and Mr. It ibent
Johnson and Miss Willie Radford re-
ceived the booby. The following
persons were preeeni :
JeMool"ePl  Wtnfre. Mary Radford,
lisrah Rust. Elor liUlID,
Will Radford, Will Rust.
Meenrs:-
Tmta Fat rleigb, Howell Tandy,
Sherwood BuAner, Bob Jelin/on.
TOM l'IVECEVIOOd, Tffill Morrow,
}Juana Phelps, Bob limit ner
THE RE- ELEI TION OF :J. Sol. Fritz
to the dike of Chief of Pollee has
met with the approval of the law
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair,
•Dit:
11AKIN6
POWDER
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulteran
t.
40 YBARS THE SToinagp.
eee-
ahidlog Wanly. Ha has been a
police t Ill et in Hopkinaville for
eight years and seven year. of this
time he has been on the police Imes.
He has been chief for rive years.
l'here is not a more 4 ill tlent pun ce-
man anywhere aid his reputation as
a successful thief-catcher le wide-
spread. Here are sonic of his most
important catches of the year: Sam
Wood, who escaped at Spriegflold;
El Wooldridge who eounnitted mur-
der seventeen years ago aud bad MI
that time eluded arrest ; Albert
Waffle', who mewed from the peul-
tentiary six years age; Theedore
Jeffries, who escaped from jail at
Bowling Green thtee years ago; Jule
Boston, wanted in Tennessee for
house breaking; Jim Carney, wanted
for highway robbery at Clarksville ;
Thorton J ohneon, escaped convict
from Tennessee; Oeo. Patton, wanted
f ir burglary In a neighboring State;
J. H Clay, a desperate criminal who
wee a fugitive from justice for fly,.
years; W. P. Chauncey, wanted by
P•ducsla authoriiiee. Numerous
other minor captures might be men-
tioned. Capt. Fri. z also caused Jim
Cline and It !verly Alamo, the negro
murderers, to confees their crim
The Message in Full.
The epitome of ttlePretideut'e mes-
sage in yeetereso's New Era
embraced the salient points of the
paper. For the benefit of those of
our readers who wish the anthems in
full we publish a oupple went with
today's issue. This pulp 'merit con
Urine the message ixacily as read le
Congress.
Hoods s Wouderfele
No less than wonderful are the
cures accompliehed by Hoods Heiser).
sank, even after other preparation'.
and the physlciana'preecriptions have
failed. The reason, however, lo
simple. When the blood Is enriched
and purified, disease disappear. and
good health return., and Hood's Sar-
saparilla is the one true blood puri-
fier.
__-
Hood'. Pills ate Prompt and 01:-
dent amid du not purge, pain or grip
The U. S. Gov't Reports
show Royal Baking Powder
superior to all other&
OUR PEOPLE.
Paragraphs all Pure-
ly Personal.
FEW FACTS ABOUT FOLKS
"The Things They Say and
Do."
INVITATIONS HAVE BEEN received
here to the marriage of alias Gertrude
McElwaine and Mr. Arch Dickerson,
a popular Trenton couple. The cere-
mony will take place at the Trenton
church on the 12th day of the month.
Bith have hosts of acqaaintances In
this city and coutity.-
CHRISTIAN COUNTY'S CONGRESS
MAN id right in the push at Washing-
ton. When the drawing for seats
took place, Dr. Clardy'is name was
called early. He 'elected a place
on the right of the Speaker t^wards
the middle of the House. The 'oca-
t ion Is one of the beet and the D icOor
will have no trouble in citcblug
aket's eye.
THAT HANDSOME youtor army
cer, Lieut. Alex Dole, is beirg con-
gratulated to-day by his frlerdo At
order hes been issued assigning hint
to St. Louis. He ii now located at e
fort in the far West. The charge i•
most desirable. His relatives gnu
friends here are delighted that he it
stationed neer eunugh to id; .A1 hem
to make tarp vets
DR. At CH • E MIA LEA Ills Witt
Will come in H k,bsvilie het west
now and the .'l:s t f nsir ear to per
msuently reaid I. D B el.s is lb(
sou of Mr. M. D 11 e lee, the well
known no`ssecu in in. ite lived here•
up to a few yc-Ar, g irtieh he l-cat-
ed in Sheb.o gen, Weft., and has been
practicing iletitis' • y very eucci.se!ull)
there since. lIe w fs is an %Mac-,
tive lady. Theeouple will ha cor-
dially welcomed by Dr Ilealee' Luise
eroue friends.
A PRINCETON I. t DV, Mr.. Ada Clark
Baker, formerly of thn!. county, sends
the following 11.n s to the NEW Ek.a.
"A Summer Illy," la the u: jec of
the verse,:
And. now, "Farewell," I waft to yoa,
Our patha forever hi- noir ,
To sivect memory A I,La. I ruP.
but an my lin net a woLnded
0. three summer days at, dead,
With them hopes have gone; •
Happiness, too, bath Scat.
And life m wee dully on.
Yet, forsooth, we must live,
Though the time be one of g'ooM:
All days can not sunshine give
And hope afresh must bloom.
Sorars oft pierce the het/Haut men
A uil sadness nestles there,
hut sirmstithe, ionirLow, I ko...r,
It a:ways wIt 1.4. rain
The Horse as a Fighter.
Said an ex-cowboy: nevcr eaw
either cows or buffaloes awe k ii lire"
so as to arneeint to anything, but I Wahl
to rise right up mid teetify to the wen-
derful fighting powers of the letree. Hr
Is built for more ways and kind. of
fighting than any other product of na-
ture. He can bite, and he can kick out
behind, and he can strike with his fore
legs. When ho is in action, he fights ell
over. If you want to see fun, you should
see wolves attack a bunch of horses no
the plains. The horses get together with
their heads forming the bob of a wheel
and their bodies formlog the spokes.
Then they fight the woves with theit
hind legs. They fill the air with wolves,
and every wolf lands (.ad, werinded or
ilL horses avoid a fight as a rule, but
will go out of their way to kill a snake.
They jump on the snakes, clubbing their
booth and using them like a mallet. The
only other lights they seek are with un-
mounted noel, whotu they frequently et-
tack, or else with one another, and in
the latter case they resemble n buzzsaw
in action, all parts going at once."...
New York Sun.
Coldly Music.
who is noted fur his musical tastes and
There is a dentist in Fan Mindere)
CONTAGIUSN- In all its stres
his high charges. His ordinary fee is
completely crarbcat-
$15 per hour. His extraordinary fee is BLOOD POhISON edbyS.S.S. Obsti.
unknown. i-,;(ene time ago a lady was in 
nate sor es and
ulcers yield to its healing powers. It re-
his chair and the dentiet wart conversing
with her while her mouth was filled L, I. a.. .1. .1* m
moves the poison and builds up the system
damsValualde trea,
with rubber  and things. Carried anl,
 I 
brk.', and Its treatment ailed Er
L:IFIC CO. Ananta. Ga. ef.
L.tiYMEN'S ALTAK. -.:11111Ethielratk:....-ii.w;;Aa`06:4111111111
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Sew i couples LiakHt in mat- wmmlmmmimmtirrrimrimmmitimAlr __ _
eimonitil Bonds.
Wi "day at:einem., at 8:30 o'clock, r
Mr: \ a7,1 I laggett, of title county, '
and M'esearrie Settle, of Clarksville, I
were //edited at the home of the
home of the mother of the bride. Rev. l
A M. (l iwderi was the oM.tiating I
clergyman. Tuts ceremony was wit-
rieised by the relatires snd • few
frieudo There were no attendants.
Mr. and Mrs. C:agget returned to this
city on the accommodation train last
night and were driven directly to the
groom's home. The bride is a pretty
and leeereant pouter lady,and her hue
band • a I xeelient luau. The NEW
ERA , sdly •xtends the euetomary
couge ulationr.
The Methodist Church was beauti-
fully d•corated with chrysanthe-
mums Wednesday afternoon for the
warn i •n., of Miss Sallie Siveny to Mr
A A dories. Every available pew
wee tong before the arrival of
the I. eial petty. The ushers were
Mess- Fieteher Cimpbell, Waller
"only 
u. Frank Yost and Louis El-
gin. rtl More five o'clock the
brief. pAir entered the church and
adve up the center stele. Thee
were . at Ito' altar by Rev. Hew)
Settle. Tills pretty ring service Walf
used. Tee mir Wee, remarks were
appropriate and very impressive. Ai
the c.ore 1111100 of the ceremony, the
ham,- couple went to the L & N
stet' hi)arded the 5:3o train for
a trip rt ugh Alabama.
The wedding of Mr. J. Wheeler
Cerupteoi and Mies Mary Leonard
tuok p1 ,.'r', fArtold by the N E
ERA. Viacent'a hand, of Paducah,
furuisleeri music for the occasion.
Messrs. Given Campbell, of St. Louis,
and Tom I. •onard add Illbb Noble,
of Paducah, were the ushers. The
couple took the midnight train for
the B.'..Toe), will be at boats to
their ....this l'adJeah he after t 14 la
Inst.
At five °Woe! T tiro morning Mr.
James L. N orthingion and Miss
Mary E Iletee, bath of Clatkeville,
were uu net in marriage at the resi-
dence of Mr. E C. Bates, the father
of the tolde. Rev. Rebt. E Lee Craig
petrol in d the service. The ycuee
coui i 'eft inquediately on a bride.
tour to .lie Atlanta Expooltion.
Mr. Jiaties M. Taylor aud Mis
Leona M Hen, both of Elkton, eloped
to Cie Olivine yesterday &nem /Mr
and a • . married at the Northlug'ou
Hotel rquire Smith. They Wert
sccono Id to Clarkeville by J A
Paylor oi Mies Leonia Edwards.
R I. lv .6 aLd Miss Mary 'Phemp
0.
Waits', May ISPIV"maisi see Diploma.
Germse's Prescription
Dicee-eri blood, constipation, and
kidney, over aud bowel troubles are
cured t y Karl's Clover Root Tea-
Sold by R. C. Hard wick.
Dr.Prica'sC aking Powder
ALL FOGHT BUT THE NAME.
Marla* Stewnrt Parnell's Laughable Tit.
perfenee In Kentucky.
To illustrate how naturally tome
Kentrickiane seize an opportunity to
make a speech. I recall an incident that
happened in the legislature in 1880,
when Mr. Charles Stewart Parnell was
Invited by the general assembly to visit
Frankfort. A member was selected by
the general assembly to preerent him to
the house and senate, and it WW1 dis-
tinctly announced by the committee in
charge that no other speech would be
allowed in joint meeting. The speaker
of the house, at worthy, ambitions man,
was in the chair. As Mr. Parnell, lean-
ing on the mon of Governor Lobe P.
Blackburn, entered the door of the hall,
our spokegnau met them, and, turning
to the slit iber and the large and distill-
gnished formally presented
Mr. l'aree;:, stating his oiTheal position,
the pro i-vorthy motive that brought
him to Awe; ha and his plans for tho
relief ef leelarel, then afflieted by fam-
ine. Our syaiparly for him and his
country o•-ie expressed in curliest and
glowing tennis.
After t e, eking five minutes the
rding to instructions,
eseercd t tie, speaki.r's desk, it
having n ry.zieerl diet Mr. Purnell
should ro (ono+ rehiresa the assembly ;
but lafj;r: he t.,111.1 open line mouth the
speaker un.!Npoi redly rushed into a
speoch, ra:H.1;.;: "Lodies and gentlemen,
I hare i..o lomor to present Mr. ('or.
null. (To t the gentleman right Mr.
Purnell wleepertel his name, and the
speaker, c...rr(eting himself, proceeded):
Ho is a di-tinguished member of the
English par'Lanient, Mid no name is
more belerod in Ireland than that of
Mr. ComelL (Again Mr. Parnell whis-
pered the right name, and again the
speaker, centeoitig the mistake, pro-
ceeded): I 67.11 sure you will recall this
day in aftr.r -years with delight, and
that a f.hv.r t'ule report of your coat tcsy
will be retried back to Erin and to
Englatel by our distinguished got. lit
our homey; hie coining has been discuss-
tei with sympathy, cloy and night, until
now every nuin, woman and child in
the land hie' learned to respect, to re-
vere and to love the name of Cornell."
-"Feu on the Stump," by Edward J.
MeDerniott, in Century.
A Bat y's Life Saved.
,14/ to Sol erf•Up and Was saved
- Core," writes M re J B.
Huntsville, A os -S .1d yt
NOTICE
or 1).-,olution or a Cor-
loll.
RI -n.' nIt ih.ct t I 'oil fisny, wits or.
.•s .iri. ri d usder the !AWN ti !h.
...Ill..", .1. .1.. i til El1C 9th day of
it!, •..- t ek if ni.JO, a. .1 anti
eocituell in the Sta'e nf A 1 tuam
,r.4•V 0% 11,1.• it/1•11,1e•S 10 -
1 irl..V:1; .• t d..) iif
withi Dm • It Ca, haisini,s in
he st itu et teem ticky and, wh•reas, the 4111-
.1cr•Ig:•ed has , and Is now, the owner
ut alt it the Foca of ea,f1 coryoration. iter
thelefore nonce is given to the that
the corp. r *don organized and doing Lashio/.
as "The IV "Set coutparq" Ia hr reap dissolved
and the Lu•Ille ail hereafter Le conducted
In tte 1111111.• of II. huger who will pay all
of the I t., ss of suet Racket Coins:411Y
J. II. ugler.Nov.
HEALS
RUNNING
SORES
away by his enthusiasm while talking
of a certain song, he offered 40 sing it
for her. Tuking an inarticulate, robber
intercepted sound for an affirmative, he
skipped lightly to the piano, which
stood in one corner of the operating
room. There lie toyed with Polyhymnia,
the mum) of music, doubtless much to
his satisfaction, and turning to his pa-
tient asked hew mho liked it. "Very
much indeed, doctor,''' came the reply
in remitted tones, "hut it would have
been cheaper at a concert, for here it has
coet me $3. 75. "-San Francisco Argo-
neut.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
World's Fab Highest Award.
MEN'S
Frock Suits.
We are overstocked on men's
frock suits 'and to reduce them 7.1
we will fora few days offer:
75 men's frock suits at ball' price.
I TO meti's frock silitis at three-quarter price. 1 _I.
E I 
100 men's frock suits at 10 per cent.. off.
-v.*.
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All qualities are
above lots.
represented in
J.E.ANERSON;,N.
to
-iDIANIONDS,i--
k.-.4
Watches, Jewelry. ilverware. Clocks, Bric-a-Brac, Cut-Gla
ss,
LI Art Goods, Spectacles. ever seen outside of a large ci
ty.
0
ME -RWELRY-CO
Is Now Open and Ready For Business
WIT h TEM MOST ELEGANT LINE OF
EI-1-11:All At Living Prices!
.i ". ) ) ;1 1 gorgeous display. Everybody invited
71 to visit this gorgeous store. Personal attention given to
Watch, : Clock : and : Jewelry : Repairing.
Remer:Yor the place:— 209 South Main Street, (Two doors
Nor tia of J. Anderson & Co.), Call on us for reliable goods and
F-4 repairing
JAS. M. HOWE - Manager'.
BOY'S KNEE SUITS ER
WHOLESALE PRICES.
Ir:A2MMIUmasitursisewiemsteliwiletellitn4;
We have bought from one of the largest houses in the
_ _
countrv every knee suit they had left. Got  them
IRT CHEAP, 
And will sell them the same way.
BARGAINS'in'ments are almost equalthe other depart-to these.
COME TO SEE US
Cox 8 Boulware.
19tIlt,fl??Mtt?It111tt11,11!”,42.
CPb.-
Ow"
411Pb."
1110b"
Mr,MMMTIMMt
M
COP- 
- Leading
- Plasterers a
Say
IP-
Gee.-
460.-
Irb•-•
4110.••••
41110.-
IS thebest. a
SI MGI
-
azyNipotokraim4ertarlefidellept-
legate Slarailne.
*1•01101,111,-veftwi,ow•-•..411-. • •••
eoNGRESS SALUTED.
REV. DR. TALMAGE PREACHES A SER-
MON UPON A TIMELY THEME.
H. Shows Hew We Bake Been Blessed by
God la the Past-- Earthly Comfort sad
the Hess That Shall Come to Tho.. That
8/1154vo,
ASSINGYON, Dec. 1. -As tomorrow
the congress of the United ;Matte assem-
bles and many of the members were
rent at the delivery of this sermon.
Dr. Talmage took a most arpropriate
theme, showing that in all their work
they might realize that God has always
been on the side of this nation. Text, II
Kings vi. 1?. And the Lord opened
tee eves of the yeutig man, and he saw,
a01, behold, the mountain was full of
hurries and chariots and chariots of fire
round about Eliatut."
The American congress is assembling.
Arriving cr already arrived are the rep-
resentatives of all sections of this be-
hived land. Let us welcome them with
prayers and benedictions. A nobler
group of men never entered Washington
than those who will tomorrow take
their places in the senate chamber and
the house of representatives. Whether
they come alone or leave their families
at the homestead far away, may the
teeming of the Eternal God be upon
them! We invite them to our churches.
and together they in political spheres
and we in religious circlets will give the
cominganonths to consideration of the
best interests of this country which God
has blessed so much in the past that I
propose to show you and show them, so
far as I may now reach their ear or to-
morrow their eye through the printing
press, that God will be with them to
help them as in the text he filled the
mountains with help for Ellett&
The Upper Pewee.
As it cost England many regiments
and $2,000.000 a year to keep safely a
troublesome captive at St. Helena, so the
king of Syria seeds out a whole army to
capture one minister of religion-per-
ham 50.000 meg to take Elide". Dur-
ing the night the army of Syrians came
around the village of Dothan, where the
prophet was staying. At early daybreak
the manservant of Eliaha rushed in and
'said: "What shall we do? Them is a
whole army come to destroy you! We
must diet We moat die!' But Elisha
was not seared a bit, for he looked up
and saw the mountains all around full
of supernatural forme, and he knew
that if there were a0, 000 Syrians against
him there were 100,000 angels for him,
and in answer to the prophet's prayer in
behalf of his affrighted manservant the
young man saw it too. Horses of dm
harnewied to chariots of fire, and drivers
of fire pulling reins of tire on bits of
fire, and warriors of fire with brandish-
ed words of fire, and the brilliance of
that morning sunrise was eclipsed by
the galloping splendors of the celestial
cavalcade. And the Lord opened the
eyes of the young man, and he saw, and
behold the mountain was full of horses
and chariots of fire round about "
I speak of the upper forces of the text
that are to fight on our side as a nation.
If all the low levels are filled with arm-
ed threats, I have to tell you that the
niountains of our hope and courage and
faith are full of the horses and chariots
of divine rescue.
You will notice that the divine eqne
page is always represented as a chariot
of fire. Esekiel and Isaiah and John,
'when they come to describe the divine
equipage, always represent it as •
wheeled, a harnessed, an upholstered
conflagration. It is not a chariot like
kings and conquerors of earth mount,
but an organized and compressed fire.
That means purity, justice, chastise-
ment, deliverance through burning es-
capes. Chariot of rescue? Yes, but a
chariot of fire. All our national disitt-
thralimenta have been through scorching
agonies and red disasters. Through trib-
ulation the individual rises. Through
tribulation nations rime. Chariots of
rescue, but chariots of fire. But how do
I know that this divine equipage is on
the side of our institutions? I know it
by the history of the last 119 yeses.
The American Revolution started from
the pen of John Hancock in Independ-
epee ball in 1776. The colonies, with-
out ships, without azunetnition, without
guns, without trained warriors, without
money, without prestige. On the other
side, the mightiest nation of the earth,
the largest armies, the grandest navies
and the most distinguished commanders,
and resources inexhaustble, and nearly
all nations ready to back them up in the
fight. Nothing, as against immensity.
A Midas, laterposAtIou.
The cause of the American colonies,
which started at zerodropped still lower
through the quarreling of the generals,
and through the jealousies at small suc-
cesses, and through the winters which
surpassed all predecessors in depth of
snow and horrors of congealment Mahe
surrounded by the whole Syrian army
did not seem to be worse off than did
the thirteen colonies encempaaied and
overshadowed by foreign assault. What
decided the contest in our favor? The
upper forces, the upper armies. The
Green and White mountains of New
England, the Highlands along the Hud-
son, the mountains of Virginia, all the
Appalachian ranges were full of re-en-
forcemeat& which the young man Wash-
ington saw by faith, and his men w-
etland the frozen feet, and the gangrened
wounds, and the exhausting hunger, and
the long march because "the Lord
opened the eyes of the young man, and
he saw, and, behold, the mountain was
full of bones and chariots of fire round
about Eliaha." Washington himself was
a mimes. What Joshua was ID sacred
history the first American president was
in secular history. A thousand other
men excelled him in different thing.,
but he excelled them all in roundness
and completeness of character. Tbe
world never saw his like, and probably
never will see his like again, because
there probably never will be another
',nob exigency He was let down a divine
interposition. He was from God direct.
I do not know bow many Can read the
history et those times without admitting
the contest was decided by the upper
fersee Then in Veil, wheu our civil
war opened, many at the north and at
the south pronounced it teemed suicide.
It was not courage against cowardice,
it was not wealth against poverty, it
was not large states against small states.
It was heroism against heroism, it was
the resources of many generations
against the resources of generations, it
was the prayer of the north egainst
the prayer of the south, it was one-half
of the Dation in armed wrath meeting
toe oilier nau or me naticu in armee]
indignation. What could come but ex-
termination?
At the opening of the war the com-
mander in chief of the United States
forces was a man who had been great in
battle, but old age had come,, with
many infirmities, and he had a right to
cemende. He could not nieunt ahorse,
ead he ride on the battlefield hi a car-
riage, asking the driver not to lea it
tao much. During the most of to four
;ears of the contest.on the nerothern side,
was a man in mired., who had in his
veins the bleed of many generstions of
ivoniora, himself tole if the lierrov of
Chfitubuirn and Cerro north), C,intrers"
and Clispultsipott, As the years favor,'
nit end the acridi of rottiatte unrolled
there mime tint hem bet to ;mite C hum
lent, and 4 strength, and a anterniltia•
lieu that the world had never mean mar.
abated. Anti what het extertionellen
eould come when Philip Simi-idea and
Stonewall Jackson met, and Nethaulel
Lyon and Sidney Johnston rode In from
north and Routh, and Grant and Lee,
the two thunderbolts (4 battle, clashed?
Yet. we are a nation, and yet we are at
peseta. Earthly mitten did lint deride
the media+ The tirrer nerve of the
ftettmteltee toll es flirt* wee $ baths
fought shove the Ittooltnet
Rtottatititi, hut 1110fn wea fittilliniK
14144EN then that,
A liteleatt ed the Maine
Agent, the horses and elm:tuna/ god
rains to the rescue of this nalitAl in
1 Ttl, at the close of a presidential elec-
tion temente for ferocity. A darker cloud
yet settled down upon this nation. The
result of the election was in dispute, and
revolution, not between two or three
sections, but revolution in every tows
and village and city of the United States
seemed imminent. The prospect was
that New York would throttle New
York. and New rleans would grip New
Orleans, and Boston. Boston, and Sa-
vannah, Savannah, and Washington,
Washington. Some said Mr. Tilden was
elected, others said Mr. Hoye* was
elected, and bow near we came to ant-
venal massacre some of n8 gnewed, but
God only knew. I ascribe our escape
- to the honestv and rigbteousnesa tif
lutenaten pentletans, nut i amrine it
to the upper forces of the text. t'hariots
of mercy rolled In, and though the
Wheels were not heard and tee flash wee
not seen, yet all through the mountains
of the north, and the south. and the
east, and the were, though the hoofs did
not clatter, the cavalry of Nett galloped
be. I tell yea God is the fettlel eel thia
nation. In the awful excitement at the
massacre of Lincoln, when :there was a
prospect that greater slaughter would
open upon this nation, Gott bushed the
tempest. In the awful eacitenient at
the time of Gartield's assasteeation tied
put his foot en the neck of elite cycleine.
To prove God is on the sideeif this na-
taw I argue from the last eight or nine
ereat national harvests, led from the
national health of the last quarter of a
(*nutty, epidemics very exceptional,
end from the great revivals of religion,
itud from the spreading of the church of
God, and from the continent blossom-
ing with asylums and reformatory ineti-
Unions, and from an Edeeization which
promises that this whole laud is to be a
paradise, where God shall Walk.
I am encouraged more than I can tell
you as I gee the regiments wheeling
down the lay, and my terteniads turn
into doxologies, and that which was the
Good Friday of the uatiou's crucifixion
becomes the Easter morn of its resurrec-
tion. Of course God works through hn-
nianenstrumentalities, and this nation-
al betterment is to come among other
things through a scrutinized ballot box.
By the law of registration it is almost
impossible now to have illegal voting.
There was a time-you and I remember
it very well-when droves of vagabonds
wandered up and down on election day,
and from poll to poll, and voted here,
and voted there, and voted everywhere,
and there was no challenge, or if there
were, it amounted to nitning, because
nothing could so suddenly be proved
upon the vagabonds. Now, in every well
organized neighborhood, every voter is
watched with severest ecrutiny. If I am
in a region where I am meowed a vote.
I must tell the registrar my name, and
how old I am, and how long I have re-
sided in the state, and bon. long I have
resided in the ward or the township,
and if I misrepresent, 50 witnesses will
remould shut me out from the ballot box.
Is not that a great advauce? And then
Dodos the law that prohibits a man
voting if be has bet on the election. A
step farther needs to be taken and that
man forbidden a vote who has offered or
taken a bribe, whether it be in the shape
of a free drink, or cash paid down, the
suspicious cases obliged to put their
hand on the Bible and swear their vote
in if they vote at all. So, through the
sacred chest of our nation's suffrage, re-
deraptioo will come.
God will save this nation through an
aroused moral sentiment. There has
never been so much discussion of morals
and immorala. Men, whether or not
they acknowledge what is right, have to
think what is right. We have men who
have had their hands in the public treas-
ury the most of their hfetinie, stealing
all they could lay their hands on, dis-
coursing eloquently about dishonesty in
public servants, and men with two or
three families of their own preaching
eloquently about the beauties of the sev-
enth commandment. The question of so-
briety and drunkenness is thrust in the
face of this nation as never before and
takes a part in our political contests.
The gnestioc of national sobriety is go-
ing to be respectfully and deferentially
beard at the bar ef every legislature,
and aver,/ house of reeresentetives. and
every state senate, and an omnipotent
voice will ring down the sky and across
this land and back again, saying to these
rising tides of drunkenness which threat-
en to whelm home and church and na-
tion,''Thus far shalt thou come, but no
farther, and here shall thy proud waves
be staid."
eatigonwe Army.
I have not in my mind a shadow of
disheartment as large as the shadow of
a house fly's wing. My faith is in the
upper forces, the upper armies of the
text. God is not dead. The chariots are
not unwheeled. If you would only pray
more and wash your eyes in the cool,
bright water fresh from the well of
Christian reform, it would be said of
you, as of this one of the text, "Tee
Lord opened the eyes of the young man,
and he saw, and, behold, the mountain
was fall of horses and chariots of fire
rotted about Elisha."
When the army of lintigontis went
into battle, his soldiers were very much
discouraged, and they rushed up to the
general anti said to him, "Don't you
see we hate a few forces and they have
so many more?" And the soldiers were
affrighted at the smallness of their num-
ber and the greatness of the enemy.
Antigonus, their commander, straight-
ened himself up arid mild, with indigna-
tion and vehemence, "How many do you
reckon me to be:" And when we we
the vast armies arrayed Drente the
MUM of sobriety it may sometimes he
very discouraging, but I ask you in
making up your estimate of the forces
of righteownese-I ask you bow many
do you reckon the Lord God Almighty
to be? He is ourcommaiseer, The Lord
of Hosts is his name. I have the best
authority for saying that the ebariete .4
God are 20,000, and the mountains are
full of them.
Have you any doubt about the need
of the Christian religion to purify and
make decent American politics? At ev-
ery yearly or quadrennial election we
have in thiseonntr,y great manufactories
-manufactories of lies-and they are
run day and night, and they turn out
half a dozen a day, all equipped and
ready for fall sailing. Large lies mid
small lies. Lies private and lies public
and lies prtnieet. Lies cut bias and lies
cut diagonal. Long limbed lien and lies
with double back action. Lies comple
twittery and lies defamatory. Lies that
tome people believe and lies that all the
people believe, and lies that nobody be-
lieves. Lies with humps like camels, arid
scales like crocodiles, and necks as long
as storks, and feet as swift as an ante-
lope's, and stings like adders. Lies raw
and scalloped and pinned and stewed.
Crawling lice and jumping lies and
soaring lies. Lin with attachment
screws and rattlers and braiders and
ready wound bobbies. Lies by Cbristiort
people who never lie except during elee•
tiona, and lies by people who always lie.
but beat themselves* in a presidential
campaign.
A Potent Force.
I confess I am ashamed to have a for-
eigner visit this country in ench times.
I should think ho Would stand dazed.
his hand en his pheetbook, and dart.
not go out nights. What will the hun-
dreds of thousands of foreigners who
come here to live think of us? What a
disgust they must have for the land of
their adoption. The only good thing
abriut it ie many of them cannot under-
stand the English bniguage. But I sup-
pose the German and Italian and Swed-
ish and French pipers translate it all
and peddle out the infernal stuff to the
subliCrIberlit.
Nothing but Cluistianity will ever
stop such a flood -)of indecency. Tin-
Christian religion will speak after
awhile. The billitetagate and low scandal
through which we wade every year or
every four years Must be rebuked by
that religion which speaks from it. two
great Liountaluts-trout t he one nenintain
intent rig thetiottintatid, "Thou shalt not
bear talon witness ega loot thy neighbor,
and from the ether Hemet tusk tug plea
for kettlitesai itucil blessing rather tithe
earring, Yoe, Wit era witch III linen
named relfghei, There ere two kinds
Of 1.1dt1141111 11114111/11, Tile WM lit
oil by the state, tout is mutter uf ho-
m111,111 lelittes, anti It hum great plertallifir,
anti under it Men will struggle fur
prominence without reference to quail.
!teeniest, and its itehhiehap is supported
(eye Pilate if $13,000 it year, and there
are great cat heeleelie with all the ma-
ehinery of melee and cationleale, and
tonal for a 11natillinti petTle, yet an au-
dience tit fifty tsttottle, or twenty people,
t* tee tettetali leiteleh
as that, no • aallt41011 rellitlett, het
WO eitaii this hied of nein-mai religion
ssathe vest majority of the people cot,
treated had evangelleed-and then they
will manage the 'ovular as well as the
religious.
Do you say that this is iippracticable?
No. The time is coming just its cer
bailey as there is a God, and that this is 
: Brown'shis book, and that he has the strength •
and the honesty to fulfill his promises. i I IronOne of the ancient emperom used to •
pride himself on performing tent which 
I: Bittershis counselors said was impoweble, and •
I have to tell you today that man's im-
n 
!
poesibles are God's eate. "Bath be 1
said, and shall he not do it? Rath he 1
commanded, and will he not bring It to ,
passe ' The Christian religion is coming '
to tale posseasion of every ballot box, of
1every schoolhouse, of evey home, of ev-
ery valley, of e_ettey mennettei, of every
I acre or Our minimum (tomato. A.i3in un-
tion, notwithstanding all the evil influ-
ences that are trying to destroy it, is
going to live.
Never since, according to John Mil-
ton, when "eaten was hurled headlong
flaming foam the ethereal skies in hid-
eous ruin and combustion down," have
the powers of &witness been 'so deter-
neued to win this continent as now.
What a jewel it is-a jewel carved in
relief, the cameo of this planet! On
one side of us the Atlantic ocean, divid-
ing ne fm-owhe  t wernout governments
of Europe. On the other side the Pacific
eceam dividing us from the supersti-
tions of Asia. On the north of us the
arctic sea, ullich is the gymnasium in
which t ha explorers and navigators de-
veiop their courage. A continent 10,500
ni1ea bug, 1S,0e0,000 square miles,
and allot it but eaten oneeteventh capa-
ble of rich cultivation. One hundred
millions of population on this continent
of North and eeuth America-100,000,-
000, and ilium for many hundred mil-
lions more. Allelora and all fauna, all
metals and all precious woods, and all
grains and all fruits. The Appalachian
range the backbone, and the rivers the
ganglia carrying life all through and
out to the extremities, isthmus of
Darien, the narrow waist of a giant con-
tinent, all to be under one government,
and all free, and all Christian, and the
scene of Cinist's personal reign on earth
if. arcorilIntr to the creectation of mane
gotta people, ne snail at last set up rim
throne in this world. Who shall have
this hemisphere, Christ or satan? Who
shall Lave the shore of her inland seas,
the siNer of her Nevadas, the gold of
her Colorado",tho telescopes of her ob-
servatories, the brain of her universities,
the wheat of her prairies, the rice of her
saviumas, the tee: gnat ocean beaches-
the ono reaching [real Bafthes bay to
Tierra del Fuego, and the other from
Bering strait to Capt Horn-and all
the moral and temporal and spiritual
and everlasting inueests of a population
vast beyond all human computation?
Who shall have the hemisphere? You
and I will decide that, or help to de-
cide it, by conscientious vote, by earnest
prayer, by maintenance of Christian in-
stittatieus, 1 y support of great philan-
thropies, by matting body, miud and
soul on the right side of all moral, re-
ligions and national movements.
The Sinai Needs.
Ah, it trill not make any difference
to you or to Inc what becomes of this
continent, 6:1 for es erthly comfort is
concerned. All wo will want of it will
be 7 feet ter 13, and that will take in
the largest, and there will be room anti
to spare. That is all el this country we
will need very roon-the youngest of us
alL But we have an anxiety about the
welfareend the happiness of the genera-
tions that are coming on, and it will be
a grand thing if, when the archangel's
trumpet sounds, we find that our
sepulchre, like the one Joseph of Arima-
then provided • for Christ, is in the
midst of a garden.
One of the seven wonders of the world
was the white marble watch tower of
',hares of Egypt. Soetratus, the archi-
tect and senheer, after building that
watch tower, cut hie name on it. Then
he covered it with plaster, and to please
the king be put the monarch's name en
the outside of the plastering, and the
storms beat and the seas dashed in their
fury, and they washed off the plaster-
ing, and they washed it out, and they
washed it down, but the name of Sore
trams was deep mat in the imperishable
rock. So acres the face of this nation
there have been a great many names
written, at-Toss our finances, across our
relic ions, &Ines worthy of remembrance,
names written on the architecture of our
churches, and our schools, and our arty-
Innis, and our homes of mercy, but (hod
is the architect of t hie continent, and he
was the sculptor of all its grandeur.,
and long after-through the wa.sh of the
ages and the tempests of centuries-all
other names shall be obliterated the
divine signature and divine name will
be inightcr and brighter RA the millen-
niums go by, and the world 'shall see
that the Gm] who made this continent
has redeemed it by his grace from all
its sorrows arid from all its ctimes.
The SlIghtiest Agency.
Have you faith in such g thing as
that? After all the chariots have twee
unwheeled, and after all the war char-
gers have beeu crippled, the chariots
which thistle saw on the morning of his
peril will roll on in triumph, followed
by all the armies of heaven on white
horses. tied oguld do it without us, but
he will net. The weakest of us, the
faintest of us, the smallest brained of
us, shall have a part in the triumph.
We may not have our name, like the
name of Pi/Aerates, cut in imperishable
reek and couspiruens for centuries, but
we ehll be remembered in a better
place than that, even in the heart of
him who came to redeem us and redeem
the world, and our names will be seen
chew to the signature of his wound, for,
as today he throws cut his arms to ue,
he says, "Behold, I have graven thee
ere the palms of my twa." By the
mightiest if all apeecile. the potency of
prayer, I beg you sock our national welfe •
Some time ago teem were 4,600,000
letters in the deed letter postoffIce in
this city-alettent teat lust their way-
Lot riot one prayer e rer directed to the
heart of God miscarried. The way is all
clear for tie. ascentof your supplica-
tions heavenward in behalf of this na-
tion. Beier( the portal cent runnicatiou
was so easy, arid loii ago on a rock 100
feet high on the emist of England there
trite a barrel (aatcued to a poet, anti in
great letters on the eide of the rock, so
it owe) be mee far out at sea, were the
words "Peadoeke," and alien ships
came by a boat put ant to take and fetch
ff
lett( re. And so sacred were those de-
posits of a ection-1a that barrel that ue
lock was ever put upon that barrel, al-
though it contained messages for Amer-
ice and Europe mei Asia ;aid Africa
and all the islanda of the sea. Many a
storm tassed sailor, homesick. got Dios
stages of kindueas by that rock, and
many a homestead heard good news
from a la.y long gate. Would that ull
the heights of our national prosperity
were in inter( hangs of sympathies-
prayt ts guing up meeting blessiugs com
lag down, poem! tie:metal, not by a
storm struck reek en a weary coast,
but by the Etmee of Agee.
SEW DISCOVERY.
Among till miny discoveries of
the present age, none rank higher
than the new mete! ailvsreen, which
swirg to its ` great durability and
lima/mesa is hound to tear the place
of sliver in the unniufireiture of fine
tableware.
eilvereen is a beautifte white metal
will not tarnish or rust, and all good s'
made from it are warranted.
We want every one to have a
chance to compare silvereen with
silver. an for the next sixty days we
welt( In; to give swely one half dozen
Crown Silver Tee Spoons free, to
every person who will send for one
.f our Terry'. eilvereen sets, contain-
ing eta Tea Senotte, one Sugar Shell,
que /1•4'.- Knife. If at any time
th. ".. a mind* tin not prose
salledgelOty, wo m rn the %Ha your
money Will Ire reflitided, leintemeet
we give yens the Si ear spoon.,
Prio• of Mil vor eon eel, eV no,
The Toledo Silver C11,1
Wly Toledo, (1.
A hater. I Beautifier.
Kerl's C Tlover Blot ot put Ifiee the
bleed and given a elem. •tot bee suit fit I
oomplexinte-te In Ly'et, C. Maid-
'tom
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We ask this reptatedrv, because swims
II you aft-weak and
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generally exhausted,
work, begin at °roe I
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HEART DISEASE!
Fluttering, No Appetite, Could Not
Sleep, Wind on Stomach.
"For a long time I bid t 1„.,rrible
pain at my he-art, which tend al-
most emcee:unite I had no aepet Ito
and could not sleep. I would be com-
pe led to sit up in bed and bclell gas
from my stomach until I thought
that every minute would Le lay hot.
There was a redline of esession
about my heart, anti I was :,itaid to
draw a full breath. I could iiet sweep
a room without rest hug. Sly hus-
band induced nie to try
Dr. Miles' Heart Cure
anti am happy to say it has cured
me. I now have a splendid appetite
and sleep welL Its effect was truly
marvelotet "
MRS II A urn- F.. STARR, Pottsville, Pa.
Dr. Mlles Dear:. Cure ts Neel on a positive
guarantee that the tir.at bottle will benefit.
A II ti rm.mgists sell It at II, et bottles for 16, or
It will be sent, prepaid, 0111 roveipt of price
by the Dr. hilted Medical Co Elkhart, had.
-
EN.1,AC
Q111,k1E. Thoroughly,
Perever Cared.
Four out of (De who
f f e r nervousnese,
mental worry,attacks
of " the blues." are but
paying the penalty of
early carcases. 
tims, reclaim your
manhool, regain your
vigor. Don't despair. Send for Look with
explanation and proofs. Mailed (sealed) free.
ERIE MEDICAL CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
REV. W. F. VAUGHN,
Harrodsburg, Ky., Presiding
Elder Danvitle District
Methodist Church,
Writes:
• Tee le eciruirolsee has cured me of
severe rheumatism after two lir piles-
tiono, ail night each, and is of great
benefit to fry faintly in illerYCIla
houlache. 1 heartily rerenutiend It"
Minister of th3 Gospel
Indorse
ELECTROPOISE
it-v. .1 Ile I. Beeler., Danville'
Ky.-It is a mystery to me, almost a
ml race.
R-v. Z. Meek, Vaseetteturg, Ky.-
hive used the Electropoiss fer IITE%
years, and end it itiveluelle as S
curative agent. E-peeialy is it sin-
eseinus in eases of feeble women are
delicate children.
Rev. Babert Barrett, L
Ky . Baptist fistnicary-Eete'nepoise
cured after all other reined lied
,v. W. W. Bruce, HuatouvIlle,
Ky.-Elecirepolat cured cilium habit
Her. George Means, CovIngem.Ky.
-In one night the Eiectropolee TO
lieved brain congestion awl vertigo.
We could ell this leper web simi-
lar report., but think tele euffinent
to Interest you In sending for I ook on
the fettle& of health.
VALUABLE BOOK FREE.
BuBois & Webb
513 Fourth Avenue,
LOUISVILLE, KY
r,„ p,r . /110111/ 1 1WrIt
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sm. =moo mg,
A SURE and CERTAIN CtrilE
enewe for le years as the
BEST PEMSPY for PILES.
2 /OLD III ALL Digitwr., :0.. ST. LC1701.
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Jas. I. Belote
Pi3111 3Ed On:mensal Plahrer.
HOPKINSV11.1,11. K5
I Formerly a It'i Forbes a Bro.
WI I make estimates on r.1 kinds
of piss:snug anti cement work.
All work gu rt'd.,
end price nomenatee
work a specialty and will leceive
prompt attentlen
Address Lsek Brix 410
Callis & Wallace,
General Insurance
Agents,
Large Lines of Fire!
Reprterits
Mutual Benefit Life his Co,
Of Newark. New is,.
A contract is what you want.
See the contract of the Mu
vital benefit before you in-
sure your life.
LOANS
and ;cal estate are spe t1,14
With us. Office westsila
Main, near court house.
Callis & Wallace
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PUNS AN!) PUNSTERS.
A DEFINITION OF THE FORMER ANC
EXAMPLES OF THE LATTER.
A Pew eperimens of the 11.-tier ( Inas et
the Lowest Form of Wit Toni Mit
Prince of British Punkters-lie Vona me
Praturally as Ile Laughs.
Is the pun a e gitimate form of wit?
Some peeple think uta, and Dr. Jelinson
said that a man who would make a pun
would pick a pocket. But the fact is
that the general objection to puns is be-
cause re their frequent lack of wit-
that is to Nay, it is directed to had puns.
We do net Ntittit to discuss bad puns-.
or @Nall to hear them The point is,
whether good putts ant admissible as
legitimate and commendable expres-
sions of humor. It is of no use to say.
like Sydney Smith, that puns ought to
be in bad repute, anti, although one
theta an incorrigible punster---eften, it
is true, an incorrigible bore-in every
little circlet of social life, one does net
find the race of pickpockets to be in-
creasing alarmingly in utimbere. Nor
de the statistic of crime teem to bear
any relation to the prchnetiens iii
Planchet or Brought or of Gilbert to the
spread of burlesque am% the cultivation
of Bab ballahist opera.
It is probable lb it there are a few,
even in these dater of cultu re, capable at
appreciating the profourel witticism
which be, Qnineay diacovned in the
jests for which poor Mitts - Lanett was
put to death by Dornitian.
Cicero had the name of beitg a great
punster, although not many ot his wit-
ticisms have Collie down to us. There in
one, however, that may be apt reamed
ever without a knowledge of Latin.
Once a Jew nttempted to get tht cause
of Yerres int() hits own hands, and Cice-
ro, who believed the Jew to be a mere
tool of the culprits, eppesed him by ask-
ing, "What bath a hJew to do with
swine's flesh?" The Remans called a
boar "verres," so that the poiut was
neat and appropriate.
If we want to argue the legitimacy of
puns we are obliged to fall back on the
old discussion as to the differeuce bo.
tweet) wit and humor. The dethetioni
are legional of course, but Iltit 0110 tit
them is wholly Naha-factory. "Know].
edge comets and wisdom lingerie," Ten-
nyson says, and perhaps we might feline
upon this a parody, with sortie approach
to truth-that wit sparkles and hnneg
permeates. But there is little profit to
be got in analysis of this keel. What is
fuuuy isn't necessarily witty, but what
is funny must have in it or etetimeted
by it thine of the eesence of humor.
Thus Charles Lamb wee nut so far
wrong when he said nett the meet far-
fetched and startling puns are the best.
The familiar inquiry, "Is it true that
the first apple was eaten by the first
pair?" is farfetched, but one cannot
deny the hnmor of it. Again, in the
conundrnm, "Why is blind man's bug
like sympathy?"-" Because it is a fel-
low feeling for a fellow' creature,'
there is a direct application which is
also unquestienatly bumming. Then,
as another example of a pm which is
absurdly apparent, there was Douglas
Jerrold's remark about a tuan to whom
be had repeatedly written in vain for
some movney"I ha  written him," said Jerrold
to an acquaintunce, "but got nethieg."
"Strange," said the other, "fur he is
a man full of kindness."
"Yes," rejoined Jerrold, "mama-
ting kinduees."
A pun which requires explanation in
brackets is hides-ti simply intelcrable.
The Oxford scholar W1101 meeting a
porter carrying a hare through the
streets, asked, "Prithee, friend, is that
thy own hare or a wig?" required no
commentator. This same story is some-
times attributed to Charles Lanib. Nor
did Tom Hood, who, when all is said
and done, remains the prince of British
punsters. He puns as nattnally as lie
laughs. A babe can see the point of his
j,,kee, and the crustiest dry-as-dust can-
uot resist thew.
Theodore Hook is thought by many
te be equal to Hood as a punster, but
Hook was labored and slow in compari-
son. There is an impromptu air about
Hood's puns which is inCUIllparable, amid
an uuexpectednew, even when you am
looking for them, that is deliaious.
Frederick Locker once or twice seemed
to have Hood's unconscious ease, as thus t
7
11" cannot
Who
A man without a im.rry ,ght
Can hardly have a !many Lone.
John Bill Burton relates a legal joke
which, to the legal mind, has all the
charm of a pun. One day a bailiff, serv-
ing a writ, had been compelled by the
defendant to swallow the document. lu
a state of great agitaticu cud auger the
officer rushed iuto the court, over obeli
Lord Nerbury was presiding, to com-
plain of the indignity. He was met by
the expressiou Ilt his Icrdshipe hope
that the writ was "not returnable in
this court."
Bret Bette, by the way, is not usual,
ly regarded as a preemie:nal wit, anti
yet among the good things which cling
50 One's memory is the couplet in the
"eleathen Chinee:"
ouneemad in lust:tails, which were taper.
What is roum,ur, 111 lapel's -that •11 war.
Somebody has written a parody es
which a candidate for examination even
beats the record of the Mongolian:
Coneealed in his palm+, which were spar-ions,
*ILYA cc ._•onnuttit in palms-and th.,t's
Speaking of teems recalls the Canons
pun of the bishop of Oxford. who when
edged by a lady why he was nicknamed
Soapy Sam, replied, '•Bectinee, madam.
I am always getting into hot water anti
always coming out with clean hands."
Perhaps it inay be *aid that some of
these examples are not true puns. But
a pun is nut necessarily a twisting of
pelting and a contortion of syllables,
as the writers of burlesque and "comic"
papers seem to think. It is play upon
words, and to be really entitled r.is
considered witty elenald play both upon
ette sound and the muse, if pLesible-
phi lack IFinia Pram
TI-la WATCHFUL CHAMOIS,
A Wary Old Starer. flarti to Catch. Ix Mx
Veteran Buck..
De is a wary old stager, your veteran
solitaite, and 1...%(-11 more difficult to dis
cover than he is to stalk. In the day-
time lie lite perth iii the shadow if
eome overhanging reek, only emerging
sri the early morning mid evening to
feed. Like his bateau. ceugener. tb-
h'lcrly buck dines late--at his club, L
was lemur to say, but at any rate ill
some sequestered tweak where the ladies
cermet bother him. Fortunutely, tuts,
hi lias a rooted nut very primer aversien
to being disturbed at his tie ale and if
roll can only catch lieu at libeller time
tie it so preoccupied thee inn my opite
pin, he it. Owe e..peer in tli:prwth than
are his hely friends.
As my favorite limiter, Jean Baptiste
Perruquct, justly i,htserves-atel Porte-
quet is no misogynist, but tatter a fer-
vent relining of the gent ler six-' C'est
tempura Ies fetutues qui Fent lee plus
mechantes I" Your old due is always so
horribly enapicions. She coulee even
lie her dallier in peace, hint bete mei
the nibble. odes Meet !Whim look arlaitid
suttl miff the air to eel if anylsoly is
waning if it pebble Iti kite dee It the
mistime's aide she tithes her earl,
her heel eillownte mei it 1,11110 1.1
11111111/11 hi-molt, "leer me, 1 wool, r
Wheel that mem cies " 11004 an •
poring creetweit tleit I kti.,w eta thorn
uut emit die rotunda or hone who
upset the hest laid plane and ettilViitt
fair peewees of euevemItil stalks hag
miserable failures.
Many a nine, as you aro stealthily
arealatig along Koine narrow ledge, fond-
ly imagining that you ore vre-11 ocreetied
(runt view, a elitill alarm Whistle Bolsi
a bitty emit above you tells et tweet
ale 10110411in hid tailed to spy 
'ii.guardian tee flue lomat Wit I -
r
,,
,I he pshoolielor 1.4.0 thy hitst at WI,
WI ere gene in the Se eliding teg as
Alsosio•
Arrest
disease by the timely use of
Tutt's Liver Pills, an. old and
favorite remedy of increasing
populariek. Alway; cures
SICK HEADACHE,
sour stomach, malaria,
lion, torpid liver, constipatiot:
and all bilious di.-;easc-;.
TUTT'S Live'
Buy your fall Bat or Bonnet from us and you
w-iil get the latest style, made of the very I:est
tonal obtainable. Very Resp'y.
.11X 7.7.!"7" na
 4•1111•11•1101111110••••••1•.' 
ulow, Graham & Co,,
PRACTICAL PLUMBERS,
STEAM. HOT WATER AND
FittC.-”ebt_irt,
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Repairing promptly and neatly
done.
Te-ephone No. Prg.; Sheet.
FOR  FURNITURE
GO TO
no. R. Kitchen,
203 8. Wain St., ifonkinsville, Kv.
The it, reest and most ewnpletest.)ck:eredoiler
in thisfrity. Cheap for ci h Galt, and ;examine m-
stockbefore
I ri.,7; Com;lot: Eto Ef41,1att‘:?..43 st r le
4-1!) JVm, DUCKERtiLS FUNER.4L DI-
h‘ECTOR ./.1.1a) EMIULMER.
EITBIZCIO 31EM.I.X9C:11
Geo. W.Young,
Sanitaryc.°Plumber,
idlid Gas
_ Peale( in Or erre
What is
• • ••••Nrok•••  ••
CASTOR 
1 1,
Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It Is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years' us
e by
Millions of Mothers-. Ca.storia destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Ca.storia prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarehnea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Ca.storia assimilates the food, regulates the stomaeli
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sle
ep. Cans
toria is the Children's Panacett---the Mother's 
Friend.
CaStOria.
" '.7aistorla Is an excellent medlcirie for chll.
tfrrn. 1.,ttiers lat‘e repeatedly me of its
goat effect upon their children."
DR. 13. C. ORIHVID,
Lowell, Slam.
easteria is the hest remedy for children of
which I am aequainte,L I hope the day is not
far distant when moLhers will consider the real
interest of their children, and U80 et...aorta in.
stead of the- iousquaek nostrums which are
destmyin_7 loved ones, by forcing opium,
anorphine dog syrup and other hurtful
agents 'r thrash'. thereby mending
them
Da. F Kieciretow
ow. ay, Ark.
Castoria.
" Canaria is so well adapted to &Urea thee
I ecentnimetal it as superior Many 1.,,-4.Apuogi
• known t• Inc."
IT. A. Ancewn. D.,
10 So. Oxford ht., liroanyn, K. r.
"our pheecians in the childcten's depart-
ment have spol.cn higt-ly of thei: *apex+
enc. in their outakie practice with Casiorta.
ad although We Only IGO* among eue
ruedanl supplies what is an molar
products, yet we ire free to cJnfrea that the
merits ot Coaroria has wog Us to look with
favor upon it."
UNIT= nagerree Diprrugamte,
Burton, arm
Altos C. Sicrra, Pres ,
*Saw' CortPanT, Murray Street, 
New Yorl, City.
STORIA,
YOU CAN'T LIVE
WITHOUTA LIVERY HOW'S YOUR LIVER?• A RE YOUR KIDNEYS ALL RiGHT?
DOES YOUR BACK ACHE? DOES YOUR SLEEP REST YOU?
ARE YOU WEAK AND THIN? ARE YOU DULL AND BILIOUS?
Try Dr. J. H. McLEAN'S
LIVER AND KIDNEY CALM.
AU who use it say it is The Peerless Remedy for curing all Billeting
(1, THE LIVER, KIDNEYS AND BLADDER, FEMALE TROUBLES,
RHEUMATISM AND BRIGHT'S DISEASE.
The Dr. J. H. McLean Medicine Co., St. Laub, II&
Don't fail to see our elegant stock of
,/,,i(WETs
MisSeti. and Childrens CLOAKS and JAC'KETS To buy
of us means good service and the very latest styles.
Our fall importation of
Novelty Dress Goods
and Trimmin.gs,
is by far the largest we have ever hal and canry)t
be excelled, even in the largest cities We have
also the most choice patterns in 1.Skquette, Body
and rapcstry and Ingrain
40.A0F11=3)91101 1 ..
Beg line of Ladies' Gents, Misses and Chldren's
1 shoos. Every pair warranted- Repaired free when
they fail to give satisfaction, or money tetunded.
RICHARDS di CO,
•
•
•
•
• Pure soda-the best soda, comes ntilD HAdg
•
• only in packages. -9
•
• bearing this trade mark
It C0StS no more than inferior package soda
•• -never spoils the flour-always keeps !oft.
• Beware of imitation trade marks and labels,
and insist on package's
•
• bearing these words-
I'
•
I ARM AND tIAMMER SODA
Made only by CHURCH & CU, New York. Sold by grocers everywhere.
•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••0404•000•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
',WT.. • 'C.."(
Samuel Hodgson,
cLARKsviLL., 1 EN ftl •
.%failefacturcr and Importer of -
.91 111000•1110000000041••••00%. I ••eofbe••••••••••••s•••••sc
• •
•AVOID Buik coda! •••
•
a
•61111i••••••
TALIAN MARBLE
SCOTCII, WEDE and 4he most desirable EASTERN
GRNIITE MONUMENTS, TABLETS,
and STATUARY.
Afletr 40 years experience we feel confident that enders en-
trusted to us will be executed a skillful
and artistic manner.
Xone but the BEST Material Used.
Liberal Reward OffRecd
t, I, occupation or death catu4ed by suicide, dueling or by 
to al' one who can find cowl- lung restricting nsidenc•
trav 
liis own act, sane or insane, either ill the application or the
Accqultulat'on Policy of the Ne et York Life. NV ith its
ip lipy contract no combmation of circumstances can possI7
by pecur t.) cause a law suit, or require post-mortem exam-
inati, 11, or rtquire the lt.dv disinterred for investigations
ts 4) cause of death, as is the ca,e with other companies--
Ixone reported in the 11. raid of Nov. 7. .1 nr. l's; Ew Yo4tic
Lip' accutru!ation plicy will be paid at once. There
.vil be no qu nestios. The only requirement is tashow that11
the ine-ured is actually dead. Its poJcies after el.rdnati rig
the,objettionable features of other companies, guarantees
every btnefit offered or given by any other life company
on tither het r isphere; and give additional benefits and
guarantees not to be had in any other lite pcliey,
I 'The ( filch)] reports to insurance department A show that
the; Now York Lite Insurance Company led the world in
18c..i ! It led the world in 1894, and if business men con-
tin•e, t.1 apprceiate the greatest security, the best manage-
inek and the cleanest, most straight forward policy on
the N. w York Life will be in the lead in 1895.
l }'rem the Official Reports,1895.
4 
--New Busiuees Wri 1st-,
P 14 eel'. Amsnet
N. w Yerk Life eft 722 tees 11o1 gee
Moil, •I.. ...... CO 780 178 le9 Se0
Eel dibble  /2,2.6 Itet bee liab
N w Cash
l'rearmee.
$5 ONO 175
-0,183
4416,341
1) iti't judge the Company by what the ege. ts of f•om-
14 ing companies say about it. Remember the story of the
_;1 'iv- worm and the toad: "Why do you spit at me?" said
th plow-worm. "NN hy do you shine?' i aid the toad.
The most poptear company. it issues the most liberal
pole)'. For rates and inf;nmation rddresa or call on
GAIINEJT & MOORE., Special Agents,ii(Thin,‘ K
Iftete
epkoPe fhepketitoter
Wash day a pleasure
BUT NOT UNLESS
YOU USE
tiltIRED1
SOAP
IT IS VC
P1RE.47, BEST 6
14457 4:93?2511C41
Sold everywh
Made by,
sets inurntems
THE N. K.FAIR BANK COMPANY. ST WM&
••••••WEIR1w...... •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 
.. P t S O'S . Ort,HRIN *VW - ,
s) ..
,-- 'I' ... '...,A c....., ...• rim. ..r
,.....i. i - in't.u..L 
...-kr) :-.1..1 hy 1 yr,c,..-0 .
.14 
. -.. '7.0b4SLINIRTtON
I pregame we have used over
one hundred bottles of Moll
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I aria continually adviaing °thew
to get it.. Undoubtedly it is the
Best Cough Medicine
1 ever used.-W. C. MILTENBERGER, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894.-I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any coin-
SuoaLy. Postmaster,
bhorey, Kansas, Dail:A, 1894.
Bad soda spoils good flour.
Write for Arta sad hammer Book of woman Recipe-le-FREE.
Do You Know?
he Palace
Cartier> th:• prettiest and largest
line of millinery in Hopkinaville?
You Know walking hats and trim-
in
I am selling sailors,
.d hats of all 1; inds cheaper than any house in the city?
1)) yuu hnow I have two expel kneed city trimmers,Misses
C ow and Essington. My aim to please and save you mon-
ey. Give nit' a call.
MRS. ADA LAYN E•
Maar •••••••• ••••••••• ..••••••. •••••••
,ae 010 ••• ••• .00 MO IND 1M• Ma p.m ••• •••
•••I ••••1P •••••••=r ow/. mimmilmo To*
GellIS 111 HeadWear
House Furnishing Goods. ,
wes
The limit est hue of:nester" a tel the le st Usig s In lb. ft .111
pay yoe lit ow them before Inutile t'ettio alit' you isaated
u"urt*"14'1 Y, Yee WillAt to v itt not I went to situ a the goods,
BRYANT& STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
Book-keeping
Shorthand
Telegraphy
"..wAt-S0000PaillneStisoirmi.pioa.angineausicaorainsain....0-...-- • - -
I, lie erporaied
OFFERS unsurpaNsed advantages for securing a
Practical Business Education. No other scheel,
North or South, poese4( facilities fr
locating young men in position:tin the .tio .
South-west aud WesL
Write for Catalogue-Pref.- Addre,11
131tYANT & STRATehtN C'OT.T.Ftete
Louisville, Ky.
' =an isrp.%15.
•
II
are found in the N illinury Store in
FLOTt.L LATHAM ISLOCd.
••••••••••••••••• .••• • ••=
smin• 
I Come :Aid see them
"'"' before purchasing.
l ii
-...•••-••••••••••••••••=•WWW
II )1I" ,I iillit
citable
II s-ill pleaged to
see her friends,
liandkerchiefs,
Stamp Linen,
rash Silk, 2rolions.
T. 
, is) •
Aia-ra5 .1- a.
eetalteeessetesesse
